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A personal accident policy sold in conjunction

• ••• ••• ••• p

with automobile liability insurance. In the event that

Reason deceives us often; conscience •••
••• never.—Rosseau.
•••

you are accidentally killed while riding in YOUR

4Q ••• •••

1—— A

••• •••

OWN auton’pbile, the company will pay $2,500.00

NEW ESSENCE LAW

the first year the policy is in force, increasing in two

What the Legislature Did With a Prob
lem Now Much Discussed.

years to $5000.00.

Costs only $1.00 per year. Write or phone us

GEORGE ROBERTS & CO., INC.
10 Limerock Street.

Phone 675.

Rockland, Me.

GENERAL AGENTS

CONTINENTAL CASUALTY COMPANY

ONE MOMENT—PLEASE!
WARNING
I am informed by my customers that a certain firm
is sending out agents who claim they have bought
out the entire business of which I am the exclusive
owner, namely—“Diamond Brand Vanilla Flavor”
—this statement is false. If any such person calls on
you, please notify me at once. I shall be over my
regular trip this season as usual.
Very respectfully,
W. H. LAMB.
Pctersboro, N. H
NOTE—CUT OUT THIS NOTICE. I WILL ACCEPT IT AS TEN
CENTS (10c) ON ANY BOTTLE OF “DIAMOND.”
46-18

WANTED

15 SHIP CARPENTERS

On the 5th of April the Legislature
passed an act amending section 22 of
Chapter 127 of the Revised Statutes,
as amended by chapter 2f»l of the pub
lic laws of 1917, relating to the sale
of intoxicating liquors. In view of the
widespread Interest caused by the
charge of Judge Philbrook to the jury
at the April term, 1922, of the Supreme
Judicial Court of Lincoln county in the
Steer vanilla case; the recent events
in the Municipal Court and the Su
preme Court, touching the sale of va
nilla and lemon extracts, alcohol and
the so-called moonAine, the ingredi
ents of which the wit of man has so
far failed to locate; and the disposi
tion of the Rockland cases in the
United States District Court at Port
land last week, a publication of the
amended liquor law may serve a good
and useful purpose and be illumina
tive to the general public, critical or
otherwise. The amended section fol
lows:
“Who by himself, clerk, servant or
agent, sells any intoxicating liquors in
this state, OR WHO SHALL KNOW
INGLY SELL ANY EXTRACT OR
SYRUP FOR INTOXICATING BEV
ERAGE PURPOSES, OR WHO SHALL
SELL ANY OF THE SAME, UN
DER
CIRCUMSTANCES
FROM
WHICH THE SELLER MIGHT REA
SONABLY ADDUCE THE INTEN
TION OF THE PURCHASER TO BE
TO USE THEM FOR SUCH PUR
POSE, IN VIOLATION OF LAW
shall be punished by a fine of not less
than one hundred dollars nor more
than five hundred dollars and costs,
and in addition thereto be imprisoned
for not less than two nor more than
six months, and In default of payment
of said fine and costs he shall be im
prisoned not less than tvvQ nor more
than six months additional, and on
each subsequent conviction he shall be
punished by a fine of five hundred dol
lars and costs and in addition thereto
be imprisoned six months, and in de
fault of payment of said fine and costs
shall be imprisoned six months addi
tional. Any person who aids in the
sale of intoxicating liquor, by acting
as agent, broker, clerk, employee, ser
vant or otherwise, or in any manner
aids or assists in violating any pro
visions of law relating to intoxicating
liquors, is equally guilty with the prin
cipal and shall suffer like penalties.”

GEN. LORDS TOUR
_____

For PERTH AMEOY DRY DOCK CO.

Perth Amboy, N. J.

See JOHN J. WARDWELL
TELEPHONE 3-J.

27 FULTON STREET
43-46

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

An Augusta despatch of April 12, in
the Portland Press Herald had the fol
lowing news hearing on the subject:
“A verdict of guilty was returned
against Lewis Levine of Gardiner in
the Kennebec Superior Court today af
ter 43 minutes deliberation by the
jury. He was sentenced to pay a fine
of $400, costs of $50, and six months
in jail, with six months additional for
non-payment of fine. He was placed
on probation on payment of tine and
costs. He paid. Levine was indicted
in a search and seizure case for hav
ing in his fruit store at Gardiner a
quantity of vanilla extract.”

To know
how good a cigarette
really can be made
you must try a-^

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

C”" ■
North
National §1
Bank’

LUCKY
STRIKE

r wViTSTOASTED’

ESTABLISHED IN 1854
Solicits your Check Account.
Solicits your Savings Account on which wc pay In
terest.
Moiled ta the rental of Safe Deposit Boxes.
Solicits the sale of Bonds and other securities.
All forms of hanking attended to.
All transactions strictly confidential.

RESOURCES OVER $1,700,000.00
EI.SI EH 8. BIRD, l’rcs.

ARTHUR S. RAKER, Vice l'res.
EDW. F. BEURV, Cashier.

Speculation is rife as to the polit
ieal future of Hon. Obadiah Gardner
who recently retired from the Interna
tional Joint Commission. Defeated for
re-election as I'nited States Senator,
Mr. Gardner became a member of the
Commission in the capacity of what is
politically known as a “lame duck
and his retirement furnished a place
for a Republican “lame duck," who
had also failed of re-election to the
Senate so that In nors are even on that
score.
There has been some talk to the ef
fect that Mr. Gardner would again
be a candidate for United States Sena
tor; also that his hat might also be
tossed into the gubernatorial ring. In
any event it is quite likely that the
Rockland man will have to be taken
into account when the next slate is
made up.
Returns from the questionnaires re
cently sent out by the Democratic
State Committee as to the choices for
candidates for 1924 are being re
ceived. The following candidates are
being mentioned:
For Governor—Mayor
Louis
J.
Brann, Lewiston; Frank A. Morey,
Lewiston: Charles M. Sleeper, South
Berwick: William M. Ingraham. Port
land; Mayor Leon A. Tebbetts, Water
ville; William R. Pattangall, Augusta;
ex-Representative Daniel J. McGillicuddy, Lewiston: Mayor Ernest L. Mc
Lean, Augusta; James B. I’erkins, Au
gusta.
United States Senator—George E.
Hanson, Calais; Obadiah
Gardner,
Rockland; Leon O. Tebbetts, Water
ville; ex-Governor
Frederick
W.
Plaisted, Augusta; Leonard A. Pierce,
Portland; W. R. Pattangall, Augusta.
For Represetative—Ex-Gov. Oakley
C. Curtis, Portland: Charles M. Starbird, Auburn; D. J. MuGilliruddy, Lew
iston; Bertram <5. McIntyre, Norway;
W. R. Pattangall, Augusta; Leon S.
Tebbetts, Waterville; Louis J. Brann.
Lewiston; Albert W. Plummer. Lis
bon; Frank H. Haskell, Portland; Wil
liam H. Ingraham, Portland.

ROCKLAND, CAMDEN
BELFAST & BANGOR
CAR

MEMBER OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

TELEPHONE 149-M.

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine
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FOR MADAM BROWNE

and we know as you use them in your
■new homo our faces will come to your
mind and we know you will remember
us in your prayers. As you take the
handles of litis bag and go on your way
to lianrfor we can only say God bleak

First Baptist church, to their teacher,
Madame Browne, who is leaving Rock
land this month, to make her home in
Bangor. The shower was held at the
home of Mrs. Maurice Snow, Mechanic
street, and seldom does one see so
many beautiful and useful love gifts as
were given Madame Browne on this oc
casion. Among the gifts noted, were
beautiful embroidered scarfs, and pil
low eases, a handsome niiiltecl coverlet,
one fancy sofa pillow, one half dozen
glass goblets, which the giver said were
about 100 years old, several pairs of
lovely bath towels, a beautiful choco
late pot, silverware, and all kinds of
kitchen ware, including a nice nickel
tea kettle and a large dishpan. with a
card attached. requesting Madame
Browne to remember the giver while
washing the dishes. Rhymes nnd verses
were attached to most of the gifts.
Mrs. Evelyn McKusiek in absence of
the class president, Mrs. Faith Calla
han. presented Madame Browne with a
beautiful traveling bag, in behalf of
the class. -Mrs. McKusiek in present
ing the bag said:
“You have .been among us two years.
We have learned to love you and you
have stretched yRur love to include
every one of us. You have reached an
other milestone In your life, as you
will soon lie leaving us to go to Ban
gor. We shall never forget you. Wc
will go onward in our Christian lives,
and make them better and nobler for
having known you. These are love
tokens which we bring you tonight,

Lillian Judkins, was certainly enjoyed
by all who were fortunate enough to
sample them. Music, songs and read
ings brought the happy evening to a
close, and when Madame Browne leaves
Rockland, she takes with her the mem
bers' love and best wishes. Those
present were: Mrs. Rachel Browne,
Mrs. Magune, Mrs. Rita Snow, Mrs.
Susie. Pendleton, Mrs. Alico Kaler
Miss Alice Smith, Mrs. Pauline Saund
ers, Mrs. Thi-esa Humphrey, Mrs. Low
ell Smallwood, Mrs. Lillian Judkins,
'Mrs. Hattie Wadsworth, Mrs. Sadie
Rubier, Mrs. Florence Wooster. Mrs. E.
Ames, Mrs. Eva Stanley, Mrs. Zelma
Cole, Mrs. Lola Willis, Mrs. Haynes.
Mrs. Lillian Joyce, Mrs. Bertha Spof
ford, Mrs. Gertrude Sylvester, Mrs
Hattie Blckmore. Mrs. Harriet Haskell
Mrs. Kate Mclnnes, Mrs. Gertrude
Brown. Mrs. K. C. ltankin, Mrs. W. L
Gregory. Mrs. Hazel Haskell. Mrs. Nina
Brown, Mrs. Karl Chaples, Mrs. Grant,
Mrs. Stickney, Mrs. Lillian Rogers
Mrs. Grace Allen, Mrs. Robinson, Mrs.
Elizabeth Scott, Mrs. Nina Robinson,
Miss Carolyn Allen. Miss Jlyler, Miss
Charlotte Browne, Mrs. Morrison, Miss
Kate Hurd, Madame Browne, Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Snow. Master Richard
Snow, Master Morrison.
Quiet reigns around the Burpee
Furniture Co., owing to the fact that
Cliff (Capt. Charles Clifford) Smith is
suffering from an aggravated attack
of rheumatism and neuraliga. His
associates hope the seige will be a
brief one.

Stop a Minute!
JL

t*.

to oxchang* new furniture for your old. We must keep our eocond
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instrument*.

Raking Ptawcflev*

279-285 MAIN STREET

t Made from Cream of Tartar
derived from grapes
FOR SALE BY

V. F. STUDLEY
58-tf

ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this offles and
examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring it In and let us print you cards In latest
alia. THE COURIER GAZETTE.

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
PARK STREET

46-T-till June III

Camden Herald: "The workmen of
Camden have started a movement to
have a half holiday Saturday after
noons with a 48 hour week, which is
meeting with approval from the ma
jority of the employers. There will bo
a meeting in the (J. A. li. hail Satur
day, April 21 at 7,oclock sharp to make
the necessary arrangements. All thoso
interested should be there." It is not
unlikely that when this movement was
started some of the Camden workmen
had in mind the thrilling Saturday
afternoon ball (tames like those of last
summer. Tlie Saturday afternoon holi
day idea has been spreading steadily in
the past few years.
John D. Dwyer sends us a copy of
the Hyannis (Mass.) Patriot whoso
generous dimensions admirably equip
it for cupboard shelves after the sub
scriber has extracted the wealth of
news therefrom. Blue index fingers,
drawn by John, himself, point to sev
eral interesting items. One of these is
an article about the pretentious bank
building being constructed for the Hy
annis Trust Co.; another directs at
tention to a bowling alley which is
about to he added to the Cape Cod
town's attractions. John will prob
ably keep his principal In the bank
and spend some of the interest in tho
bowling alley. The sporting editor
would like to tackle him at a string of
candlepins.

Miss Charlotte I’.iiffiim of 22 Grove
street has accepted chairmanship of
the Thomaston and Rockland district
for a $;iOO,OOO building and endowment
fund campaign for Bradford Academy,
Bradford, Mass. The campaign opens
May 2 and will last two weeks. A quota
of $275 is expected to be given or se
cured by each Bradford alumna. Of
the half million it is hoped to raise,
$250,000 will he used for buildings,
including a separate dormitory,for tho
girls of the preparatory division, and
the balance will he devoted to per
manent endowment, of which Bradford
now has practically no'ne. Bradford
Academy has the distinction of being
tlie oldest institution of higher learn
ing for women in the United States.
It was founded in 1803. One hundred
and thirty-five girls from Maine to
California arc enrolled in the school
this year.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

fnnlsfallen’s ruined shrine
May suggest a passing sigh :
But man's faith can ne’er decline
Such God's wonders floating by,
Castle Lough and Glenahay,
Mountains Tore and Eagl-’s Nest ;
Still at Muckross you must pray
Tho’ the monks are now at rest.
Angels wonder not that man
There would fain prolong life’s span.
Beauty’s home. Killarney,
Ever fair Killarney.

developed and printed

BOOK STORE

A concert by the Colonial Singing
Orchestra of Waltham was listened to
with much pleasure by some of the lo
cal radio fans Thursday, night. They
would have been even more interested
ad they known that the cornet solos
were being played by a former Rock
land band leader—Mark Crockett. A
ew did know it, among them Roland
'rockett of Rockport, a brother of tho
musician, who immediately sent a telem i.r appreciation. Medford Hill
side, which was broadcasting the con
ceit, immediately acknowledged tho
eipt of the telegram, by. radio.

KILLARNEY

send or bring them to

WANTED

X-

An interesting contest has just been
concluded between the Maine branch
the New York Life Insurance Com
pany' and the Vermont and New
Hampshire branches for volumes of
business in the months of February
and March. The Maine branch won
over the other two, exceeding their
' ombined business by $255,428.
Tho
Maine branch total volume written in
tlie two months was $1,087,780.

By Killarney's lakes end fells.
Em’raid Isles and winding bays.
Mountain paths and woodland dells,
Mem’ry ever fondly strays.
Bounteous nature loves all lands
Beauty wanders everywhere.
Footprints leave on many strands.
But her home Is surely there !
Angels fold their wings and rest.
In that Eden of the West,
Beauty’s home. Killarney,
Ever fair Killarney.

Read the ingredient clause
on the label and decide for
yourself.'

CARVER’S

Gen Knox Chapter of Rose Croix will
confer the 17th degree Friday after
noon and the 18th degree in the even
ing. music being furnished by tho
Scottish Itite male quartet. A chicken
supper will he served from 6.15 to 7.15.

Whatever your occupation may he and however crowded your hours with affaire, do not
fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.

Each and every ingredient
in Royal Baking Powder is

Will the baking powder you
use stand this test?

To have your films promptly

The grocery stores are to bd closed
Thursday (Patriots’ Day) and this ex
ample will be pretty generally fol
lowed by other business establish
ments.

OT A

You would not hesitate to
use any one of them by itself.

46-tf

Located at Foot of Limerock Street

Rockland Lodge F. & A. M. is to hold
a special meeting tomorrow (Wednes
day) evening to work the entered ap
prentice degree.

Somebody Las made a practice lately
of doing up empty cans in paper and
throwing them onto the Farnsworth
t on Elm street. Health Officer Mcarty offers a reward of $10 for tho
apprehension of the offender.

wholesome.

LIMITED UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

DIRECTORS Elmer S. Bird. Calvin I. Burrows. Geo. II. Hart. Ensign
Otis, Arthur 8. Pal.i r. Herbert H Stover. Chas. T. Snmllev, William S. linn,
kins, Fred S. Rhodes, Arthur li. Packard. Ernest C. Davis, Fernando F.
Morse.

Pl HORNY
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Utility Shower Given By the
Members of Opportunity
Class—Teacher Is Leaving.J*'"
’Wllh you ” . ..
Rockland Democrat Being
° | After tile opening of the gifts, Mrs.
issisted by Miss Charlotte
,
,
x
.
e
‘•Snow, asslp
Named As Possible Candi One of the happiest events of the I prowne
KAler «nd Mrs. Judkins,
past week, was the utility shower,
date For Governor and U. S. given by the Opportunity Class of the served dainty confections, one large
box of fancy chocolates made by Mrs.
Senator.

town

Canton Lafayette will hold an adourned mooting Wednesday evening to
onsider matters pertaining to the De(artment Council and Field Day to bo
:eld in Rockland June 12 and 13.

GARDNER’S FUTURE

SMALLEY’S

is now making Two Trips Daily
Leaving Hotel Rockland and calling
at Hotel Thorndike at 7 A. M. and
12:30 P. M.
Leaving Windsor Hotel, Belfast, for
Rockland, 10:30 A. M. and 4:30 P. M.

JOSHUA X. SOUTHARD, Asst Cashier.

The flags are flying in honor of
Brigadier Oen. Herbert M. Lord, Di
rector of the National Budget. Oen.
Lord has a long and enviable record
as an officer in the U. S. Army.
During the World War, as Director
of Finance, he was in charge of ap
propriations amounting to more
than twenty-four billion dollars. In
his present important position, his
efficiency and ability are reflected
In better government at lower cost.
It is a privilege and an honor to wel
come this distinguished guest.

o. 5 TALK of the

<w8JM

The important work being carried on
by Brigadier Gen. II. M. Lord in his
capacity as Director of the Bureau of
the Budget is a subject of much inter
est to the financial world and taxpay
ers throughout the country. The de
sire to see and hear this man, who is
better acquainted with Uncle Sam's
pocketbook than any other person in
the country, is widespread, and there
come to his department in Washington
many requests for his services as a I
speaker on the topic nearest his heart.
Gen. Lord has recently completed a
speaking tour in the Middle West
which included .the cities of Fort
Wayne, Ind., Jackson, Mich., Dayton
and Cleveland, O, and St. Louis, Mo.
In each of those places he was given a
reception that .could scarcely have
been excelled if it had been the Presi
dent of the country, instead of the man
who handles the purse-strings.
In Dayton. Ohio, his coming was an
nounced by striking posters, printed on
highest grade paper, signed by the Na
tional Cash Register Co. and headed
by crossed American flags.
The
poster read thus:

By aaving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

■ At’lKe Sign of’_
Nor'
h Na
ti on a
I Bank'
iT I f
r -- ~
.. . . ..
- II- l . _

GLIMPSING LOCAL CELEB'RITIEf;

Director of the Bureau of the
Budget Speaks In Large
Centers of the Middle West.

* * *. «

STEADY WORK—GOOD WAGES

V

Volume 78................. Number 46.

•

\

Contain* No Alum—Leave* No Bitter Taste 51

No place else can charm the oye.
With such bright and varied tints;
Ev’ry rock that you pass by.
Verdure broiders or hesprlnts.
Virgin there the green grass grows.
Ev’ry morn's spring’s natal day ;
Bright-lined berries daff the snows.
Smiling winter's frown away.
Angel’s often pausing there.
Doubt if Eden were more fair.
Beauty's home. Killarney,
Ever fair Killarney.

Music there for Echo dwells.
Makes each sound a harmony.
Man' voiced the chorus swells,
Till it faints In ecstasy;
With the charmful tints below
Seems the Heaven above to vie;
All rich colors that we know
Tinge the cloud-wreaths In that sky.
Wings of angels so might shine.
Glancing back soft light divine,
Bcnuty| home. Killarney,

EvdB ilr Killaruvy,

Every-Other-lzo/
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STRONG FOR HARDING

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Roclfland, Maine. April 17, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in tlie office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of April 14.
1923, there was printed a total of 0.095 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY —
Bible Thoughts meroriacd. will provo
priceless heritage in after years.

THY KEEPER:—Tho Lord is thy
keeper: the Lord is thy shade upon
thy right hand.—Psalm 121:5.
Lord Robert Cecil, the English noble
man who Is on a speaking tour of this
country urging the entrance of the
United States into the League of Na
tions, is a very kindly gentleman and
no douht is in earnest when he gives
expression to his belief that the League
can be rendered effective only by our
association with It. Mr. Wilson last
•week broke silence by declaring his
unalterable a'dvocacy of the League
which he brought back from Paris and
which this country by a majority of
seven million votes rejected, the League
that Sir Robert pleads for us to sup
port and of which the Providence Jour
nal says:
Thus far the League of Nations has
been conspicuous by its pathetic fu
tility rather than by its record of
achievement. Of course no interna
tional body, made up as the Lcafeue is
made up. could fail to accomplish some
thing in the course of three or four
years. An international meeting of
schoolmasters might be expected to
have results of a sort. But the League
of Nations has actually made very lit
tle impression upon the world, has had
almost no influence on the course of
human affairs, has been a League of
Nations only by a far stretching of the
imagination, and does not give promise
of occupying any larger place in the
public eye in the future than it has in
the past.

We grow so blase, a lot of us, that
we incline to undervalue the great
service that Mr. Chapman musically
does our somewhat out-of-the-way
community, in bringing to us, as he has
Seen doing year after year, artists of
such high rank as calls them ordi
narily to the concert stages of only the
larger centers. Take for example last
week's concert Jn this city, presenting
a 'cellist and a singer whose usual fee
for a concert is $600 to $S00 respec
tively—and Rockland was privileged to
enjoy them for the nominal ticket price
of one dollar. Only because he se
cures his artists at the season's end
for a tour of thirty concerts is it pos
sible for Mr. Chapman thus to favor
the music lovers of small towns. What
Rockland and Damariscotta on dollar
tickets fail to yield to his investment,
the larger places, with larger audiences
and prices, make good, so that the
tour as a whole prospers. And we get
the benefit of it. The Chapman concert
has come to be the one great highgrade piece of refreshment offered to
us in the season. Let us not be too
chary with our appreciation.
Listen, my children, and yon shall hear
On Thursday next of Paul Revere.

When Congress convenes next Dec
ember Secretary of the Treasury Mel
lon will renew his recommendation that
•the surtax rates on incomes be further
reduced. In the revenue act of 1921 the
maximum rates were lowered to 50 per
cent, with corresponding reductions in
the lower schedules. The effect of the
change did not become apparent until
the tax returns of this year were made.
The payments for the first quarter of
the year due March 15, were more
than $70,000,000 greater than had been
anticipated. Most of the increase is
ascribed by Secretary Mellon to the cut
in the surtaxes- which encouraged the
investment of capital in productive en
terprise rather than in tax-free se
curities. thereby increasing profits sub
ject to tax and increasing the aggre
gate receipts of the treasury. The sec
retary recommends a maximum surtax
of 25 per cent, believing the reduction
will still further stimulate business.

These April snows have their useful
side also, if one has been properly
taught. In earlier times the youth of
Rockland used to have it pointed out
to them that through the simple proc
ess of washing the face in snow fallen
in April freckles disappeared. There
were some dreadfully freckled faces
in town those days, we remember, ours
among the number —seems as though
they don't have ’em so violently nowa
days—and the faith that was prac
ticed with respect to this form of
facial anoiting is hardly to lie imagined.
Recalling the ancient custom as we
looked into our shaving glass this
morning we observed that our coun
tenance—such as it is—disported not
so much as a single freckle. So there
must, have been something in’Jt.

Yesterday morning when you step
ped out of doors into four inches of
new-laid snow your heart sank in your
bosom—and then your ears were as
saulted by the riotous song of birds
till the whole sky seemed full of them.
“Cheer up!" you said, and laughed
aloud.
APPRECIATES THE PAPER
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —

May I congratulate you on the make
up and general merit
your paper? It
is a credit to your organization and to
the city you represent
Yours very truly,
E. R. Waite,
Secretary Shawnee, Oklahoma, Board
of Commerce.

of
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YOU’LL SLEEP
BETTER

Congressman
Begg Gives
Reasons Why Ohio Will
Stand By the President.

TEMPLE

HALL

Patriots’ Day and Night

Representative James T. Begg of
Ohio comes out strongly for President
If you have not been sleeping
Harding and his administration, calls
well. Maybe your Mattress
attention to the beneficial legislation
that has been passed by Congress, up
has become lumpy or the
holds President Harding's favorable
spring sags.
attitude towards a permanent court of
international justice, and believes the
Even the best bedding needs overhauling just as your
people of the country prefer the pre
sent Republican rule because of the
car or watch do. Send your tired bedding to us and let
absence of empty dinner pails and
soup houses. Representative Begg ex
our bedding specialists put new life into it. Charges
presses himself as follows:
moderate. Whatever the cost, worth it.
"Judging from conditions in the 13th
2:30 to 6:00
Congressional District and in other
BEDDING RENOVATIONS CAN BEST BE MADE
parts of Ohio it has been my privilege
to visit. President Harding's own
NOW
state will stand consistently by him in
1924.”
before spring cleaning. Our workmen have more time.
'One of the main reasons for that
MUSIC BY
Truck will call. Phone 406 and leave the rest with us.
condition," said Mr. Begg. himself a
member of the Foreign Affairs Com
mittee if the lower house, "is that an
overwhelming majority of the people in
Ohio believe that the foreign policy
of the Harding administration has been
OF PORTLAND
constructively sound. Disputes aris
ing out of the late war between the
i'nited States and other nations have
been amicably settled so that today the
I'nited States is at peace with all the
nations in the world and has absolute
FOR REAL SPORT IN A REAL HALL
ly friendly diplomatic relations with
all, save Russia and Mexico.
Mexican Situation Improving
NOTICE!
"The Mexican situation is improving
so rapidly,” continued the Ohio solon
VINALHAVEN TOWN HALL, FRIDAY, APRIL 20
that diplomatic relations may be re
stored with that country before this
statement has had time to cool off.
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE, SATURDAY, APRIL 21
"The present Russian ideals of gov
ernment are so foreign and contradic
tory to our cherished American princi
ples that it would seem folly to take
any steps toward recognition at this
time. The fact that the basic intent of
ALEX THE WRECKER
sovietism is to destroy all other forms
of government, ours included, warns me
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
to lend no encouragement.
These are som^of the tales toW by
"The people of Ohio have every con
fidcnce in President Harding and Secre Alex the Wrecker as we ride oil the
It was 147 years ago that Paul Revere made his
tary Hughes and their ability to act cars mornings in to Boston.
historic ride. What took him hours with his faith
"I followed the wrecking business
wisely at the proper time in dealing
ful horse could be done now in minutes with the
with other countries. The disarma for a number of years, being em
auto cr airplane.
ment achievement alone contained ployed by one of the big concerns of
enough elements of greatness to justify Boston. The work got to be a little
This is a good day to emphasize our allI quit it for a shore
implicit confidence of ail in the admin too strenuous,
istration’s -ability to handle foreign re job. 1 suppose I know every rock and
shoal from Cape Cod to Grand M man.
American suits.
lations.
having at cne time or another helped
Debt Settlement Satisfactory
wreck some vessel along those coasts.
Cloth, design, make and style all United
"The terms obtained from Great
The shifting sands of Cape Cod are
Britain in the settlement of her debt to
States production.
about the worst spots.
Sand-bars
the .United States were so favorable to
form over night, bury a vessel and
tills
country
that
the
Harding
critics
A suit at $35. that will outpoint any
keep her there. We tried all one win
were stunned. That settlement will
DORT SIX-CYLINDER COUPE, HARVARD MODEL.
ter to get a big threc-inaster off the
suit we have ever shown at this price.
serve to stimulate the confidence in
beach at Orleans, Mass., but every time
the business stability of every nation
we got a char.ce to work a sand-bar
American hats, $5, American gloves,
------- NEW CARS------in the world and will do more to re
would form and block us. We had
store international commerce than
$2.00. Shirts, neckwear, collars, hand
about given up hope when one day on
probably any other achievement.
a high course of tides we got hooked
kerchiefs, belts, socks, underwear, pa
"The President’s suggestion to the
onto her and off she came. Even after
Senate prior to adjournment that he being on that beach exposed to the sea
jamas, all made in this country.
favored the entrance of the United
ali winter she wasn't leaking much.
States to an international court shows
The sand had worn her planking but
conclusively the attitude of the Presi we towed her to Boston for repairs."
dent and his cabinet in tbeir willing
"Did you ever hear of the schooner
ness to advance to 'the farthest out Caroline Grey of Rockland?”
A large variety of open and closed models to select
post in international relations. To
"Sure 1 did. Saw her once in Ten
those critics who say it is an entrance ant's Harbor. She used to be a brig,
from. Also a large stock of—
into the League of Nations by the back and was considered some vessel in her
door the answer is. clearly that the day. Once on a time she was going
league was an instrument creating ex into Provincetown when the captain
ecutive machinery to enforce the will hauled her up too quick and shoved her
of the majority of the nations on the on the beach. The wre king company
minority.
While
the international got the news and two tow boats started
Traffic was held up on -the Highlands
SOUTH THOMASTON FIRE
The best known and most popular truck in this
court is a piece of machinery for the for Provincetown. We got there about
line of the Street Railway by a Lime
rendering of decisions on international noon and got an anchor but but could
vicinity
rock Railroad mixup from about 7
The house and barn on the Ballyhack disputes, which machinery carries with
not start her. Tlie next high water
until 9 o’clock last night. An engine
road in South Thomaston, known as it no jiolice powers. Every lover of there was a northeaster with a long
hauling four lime laden box cars had
In USED CARS we have
just crossed North Main street when the Peter Mill place, -but unoccupied, peace is willing to have disputed in swell and we hooked onto her and
the rails spread allowing the engine * were destroyed by fire between 2 and ternational questions submitted to an hauled her off."
Cadillac 1917 new painted I Dort Coupe, 1918
independent court for a judgment,
Then we reached Scollay Square, so
and one car to go off the iron and | 3 o’clock Sunday morning. The loss is
I Dort Touring, 1918
while the most ardent supporter of I didn't get any more that trip.
Cadillac, 1916
leaving the end of the train across the
about $1,500.
peace would hardly go so far as to rec
The Listener.
electric road tracks. A young army
I
Ford Sedan, 1921
Reo
4
Pass.
Coupe,
1921
ommend the creation of an inter
worked all night to restore order.
I Ford Coupe, 1921
national army for the purpose of en
Reo
Sedan,
1922
STRAND THEATRE
forcing the decrees of the court.
6 Ford Touring
Reo Roadster, 1921
“Still another prime reason why
"One hundred per cent better than
the people of the entire country will
I Lord Roadster. 1921
Reo Touring, 1921
demonstrate their approval of the 'French Heels.' is what they say
1
Ford Ton Truck
610 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
3 Dodge Touring, 1915
Harding administration in 1924 is be about "No Trespassing,” which is hav
One of the best values on
cause of domestic industrial conditions. ing its final showing today. So strong
1
Ford ’/2 Ton Truck
1 Empire Touring
Scarcely 25 per cent of the industries is the drawing power of the name
the automobile market
I Maxwell1 Vclie Sedan
were in operation when Mr. Harding Irene ’ Castle that attendance records
and his Cabinet assumed control. were broken in scores of theatres
I 85—4 Overland Touring
House Dresses, each ..................$1.00
I
Velie
Roadster
today is
There were soup houses and bread where her first production, ‘ French
Prints, 7 yards for .................. $1.00
1 90 Overland
1 Dort Touring, 1922
lines in every Large city in Ohio as well Heels," was shown. Thousands who
Toweling, per yard ....... 10c and 12c
as in other states. In two years' time came out of idle curiosity went away
1 Chandler Touring
1
Dort
Touring,
1921
We expect a nice line of Voiles in
the bread lines and soup houses have satisfied and convinced that she is the
I Ford 2-ton T ruck
most charming sprite the stage and
1
Dort
Coupe,
1922
disappeared;
unemployment
is
un

soon, 38 in. wide, per yard .......22c
A guaranteed car. Let us demon
known: factories are working over screen has ever produced. In New1
Dodge Yi ton Truck
1
Dort
Coupe,
1919
Mon's Hose. 2 pairs for .............. 25c
strate its merits.
time; labor has never been paid better York last winter, where she danced
nightly
at
the
Knickerbocker
Grill,
Men’s Felt Hats, your choice $1.00
under normal conditions; and business
WE HAVEFOR SALE AT
Spring Overcoats, your choice $5.00 optimism lias supplanted financial de thousands paid tribute to her charm
pression and expansion of industry lias and grace. More vivacious, more al
Overalls ....................... 75c and $1.25
50 GROCERY WAGONS
taken the place of retrenchment in op luring than ever, this dainty little per
Dishes .................................. $5.00 up
sonage, with her bobbed hair and
erating costs.
which we are going to sell regardless
twinkling feet, added hosts of admir
Fishing Tackle at Special Prices
Employment Brings Happiness
ers to the millions who already counted
J.lattresscs..................... $1.00 and up
"When everyone is employed every her their favorite star.
of cost in the next 30 days
body is happy and the people of the
Furniture of All Kinds at
Allan Dwan’s production.of his own
country are not going to take a gam story, "The Sin of Martha Queed,”
Bargain Prices
PROPRIETOR
bler’s chance on changing adminis which will be shown Wednesday and
One NATIONAL CASH REGISTER, new
’
46-48
!____________________
trations under prosperous conditions Thursday is a drama with a big idea
for an
unknown and uncertain 1,ehind it.
2—2-HORSE JIGGER WAGON
And in the telling Mr.
quantity.
Dwan is said to have created some
k® H
3
Si
a
■
1—1-HORSE JIGGER WAGON
"This lioom in business is due more scenes that for power are dynamic,
/
to the tariff than any other factor and others that for tenderness are poig
with tho elastic provision in the law nant, some that for brutality are madwhich permits the President to raise or cning, and many that for beauty are
lower rates as lie finds a necessity exquisite. Tlie Sin of Martha Queed
therefor refutes conclusively the ar existed only in the poisoned mind of
Most everyone wore low shoes last winter. Result:
gument of the critic who says the rates her suspicious,' tyrannical, bigoted fa
H A big stock of—
are too high. Democrats who advo ther, a role enacted by the splendid ac
REAL ESTATE
cate tariff for revenue only prophesied tor, Joseph J. Dowling. He was so
House and two lots of land on Clarendon Street. Will exchange for
t'hat when the tariff bill was passed corrupt of mind that he belived the
farm.
that imports would be shut out by the lying evidence of a scoundrel, instead
Will cell the Gilbert Ulmer Field and Buildings, Field cuts a good
‘
tariff
wall.'
Tlie
contrary
has
proven
of the pure truth of his own daughter.
left on our shelves.
lot of hay.
true and imiiorts are coming into this She had degraded the fair name of
country now at an unheard of rate, Queed! He was a descendant of a
Also the Shercr house, barn and field opposite the Country Club.
THEY ARE GOiNG TO BE SOLD
so fast in fact that the duties on the man who signed the death warrant of
House, barn and garden lot in Thomaston,
imports amount to $2,000,000 a day In his own son for sleeping on guard
Lot No. 1
Lot No. 2
Lot No. 3
a year's time that makes over three- duty. He could also sacrifice his own
quarters of a billion dollars which goes daughter on the altar of his false fam
into the United States treasury and by ily pride.—adv.
relieving the taxpaying public of that
amount will serve as a stimulant to
Medium Heel
French Heel
Medium Heel
Clarence E. Rollins was call'd yes
future expansion of business.
terday to Bath, where his father. Fred
"The emergency tariff bill, packers J. Rollins, had died very suddenly of
control bill, farm credit bill, and a pneumonia.
The deceased was a
number of other measurees looking brother of the late Erastus Rollins,
toward the curing of the tinancial ills who died suddenly a year ago.
T his is the biggest value you ever saw. Come in and
of the agricultural interests in this
country will. I atn sure, have caused
look them over. Sizes for everyone. Sale to con
the samp increased financial activities
tinue until lots are closed out.
in the agricultural field, before 1924 as
have been brought about in the indus
trial world.
IMPORTANT FACTORS
"Tlie defects in the Transportation
Art will undoubtedly have been elimi
nated by that time and with two more
We keep in touch with the markets,
years to go before the .public will pass
buying tiends, credit, transporta
upon his stewardship there will lie
». LiXi:. . ■
it HBI ■ ■
The time has come for
produced by better and better condi
tion and trade conditions.
tions a state of public mind which will
Awnings. If you are in need
preclude serious criticism of the Hard
ing administration except perhaps by
Consult us freely whenever you
the strictly partisan politicians, none
of them, give me a call.
wish information or advice.
SERVICE
WINTER STREET
COURTESY
of whom would be pleased no matter
how efficient and capable the adminis
Telephone 660-J or 45-1.
tration might have iiroven."
FREE AIR AND WATER
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
T-a
There are mysterious goings on in a
ROCKLAND’S ONLY FIREPROOF GARAGE
certain stable oil Franklin street, and
GEO. W. MUGRIDGE’S
it is said that the devil is soon going
NO POSTS
to break loose. But Jest there be any
SAIL LOFT, SNOW'S WHARF
unnecessary alarm in that vicinity be
Rockland, Maine
I elephone 889. ’
Taxi Day or Night
43-tf
it
known
that
this
particular
“
devil"
is
46-tf
(l|l;i MEMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEM ii{|
a motor racing car. The man who is
1 mi"'' . IL.
!i pimimiir'ninTi
ni
racing the devil is Donald Kelsey.
—mi
. ...l-fcfc..
..,b. L ’nirnn
- ’rTiFniFiiinniiiinnii
«l*ll ,

DANCES

TWO

SUNLIGHT MATINEE
ETVKISrilVG 8 Io 12

VENETIAN MELODY BOYS

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

A REAL

ORCHESTRA

so

MARMON
REO
WILLYS KNIGHT

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

OVERLAND
DORT
HUPMOBILE

REO SPEEDWAGONS

C. T, BRAGG

THE AMERICAN SIX

Bargains in Every Line

THE AMERICAN SIX

The Southend Garage
JOHN A STEVENS
E

B

■

H ■ B

» ARE YOU OLD FASHIONED?

Fresb Load of

HORSES

Jusi Arrived

s LADIES’ HIGH SHOES OR BOOTS

98c

$1.98

$2.98

Ladies’ High Heel Rubbers, 25c

GEORGE M. SIMMONS

|

BOSTON SHOE STORE
HeniiHBiaisia
Kiina i

AWNINGS

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

The Rockland National Bank
k

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 17, 1923.
William Anderson, who resides on the
Ash Point road made a miscue while
chopping wood Friday and cut a twoinch gash in the instep of his left foot.
Dr. Armstrong put him right again.

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

April IS—Maine Methodist Conference, Bantor. Bishop Hughes presiding.
April 19—Patriots’ Day.

April 19-20—Musical comedy “Kathleen.”
auspices of Senior class, R. H. S., at Empire
Theatre.
April 20—7 :13—Educational (Tub, Methodist
vestry, uddress by Rev. M. G. Perry of North
Haverf, “Undeveloped Resources,” and Mrs.
Lucia Ames Mead, Boston. ‘Prevention of Fu
ture Wars.”
April 20—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
neeta in Temple hali.
April 25—Charity Club whist for benefit of
Home for Aged Women, at the W. O. Hewett
Store.
April 26—Supper and Mock Trial at Odd
Fellows Hall.
April 2C—Knox County Librarians’ Associa
tion meets at Rockland Public Library, 2.30 P.
M.
April 27—Grant’s Birthday.
April 27—Rubinstein (Tub’s open meeting at
I’nlversallst Church, evening.
.May 4—Miss Jennie Harvey-Percival an
nual dancing recital at the Arcade.
May 12—Daylight saving goes into effect.
June 12-13 Department Council and Field
Day of Patriarchs Militant in Rockland.
June 15—Commencement exercises of Rocklaud High School In Park Theatre.

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT—BASEMENT
Summer will soon be here and you will need a new supply of Sheets and Bedding.
tion to supply these needs at popular prices.
to take advantage of this opportui ity.

Prices are advancing rapidly and a reduction at this time is worthy

of your attention, either for your present or future needs.

New Wash Fabrics

Bedding Specials
Lockwood A Unbleached Cotton, full pieces, yd. 20c
Lockwood B Unbleached Cotton, full pieces, yd. 18c

Nacer!ir,a 40 in. Unbleached, very fine quality, yd. 20c
Lockwood B Short Lengths, 2 to 15 yards, 36 in.
wide, yard ................................................................. 16c
36 inch Hill Bleached Cotton, yard ......................... 22c

36 inch Signal Bleached Coton, yard .................. 20c
10 yards 36 in. Long Cloth, piece ...:.................... $2.40
2Sc yard regular

WEATHER THIS WEEK
Washington, April 15—Weather out
look for the week beginning Monday in
North Atlantic States: Cloudy, unset
tled and cold first part; middle and
latter parts generally fair; moderate
temperature.

78x88 Hemmed, each ................................................ $3.50
88x98 Hemmed, each ..................... ........................... $4.50

$6.00 Plaid Wool Mixed Blankets, size 66x80, pr. $5.00

John A. Frost is home from Jeffer
son, where he has been engaged in
lumbering the past five weeks.

Grey Cotton Blankets

Arthur B. Packard christened his
new Dodge touring car in yesterday
morning’s snow storm. The car was
bought through Fred C. Dyer’s agency.

Size 70x80, colored borders ..................................... $3.25
Size 74x80, colored borders ..................................... $3.50

MAKE

All Linen Crash, Bleached, red and blue borders,
yard ...................................... ................... 22c and 28c
All Linen Crash, Bleached, red, blue and white
borders, extra value; yard ............................... 35c
Half Linen Crash, Bleached, yard ............................. 20c
Bates Colored Damask, red and white or green,
blue or buff with white, yard ......................... 85c
White Huck Towels, 16x34, each ....................... 12'/2C
Turkish Bath Towels, 15x28, all white hemmed,
each ...................................................................... 12!/20
Turkish Bath Towels, all white hemmed, very soft 25c
Turkish Bath Towels, 22x45, extra heavy ............. 38c
Dryweli Bath Towels, all white ............................... 25c

US A CALL

Fuller-Cobb-Davis ’
WE ARE GOING TO HAVE A BRIDGE ACROSS THE KENNEBEC

Trawler Plover arrived at this port
Saturday and immediately prepared
for another trip to the hanks. Trawl
er Osprey, which has been at Pulpit
Harbor for some time past, is being
put in commission at this port.

When Rev. Eugene V. Allen left
yesterday for the Maine Methodist
Conference in Bangor he was in a very
complacent mood as regards his own
church, which has not only ended this
conference year free from debt, but has
raised $200 toward the next centenary.
The local church has seldom been in
better tinancial standing than at the
present momnnt.

A district missionary meeting will
be held in the Camden Congregational
Church on Wednesday afternoon and
evening of this week. Rev. A. M. Bliss
of Boston will be the principal speaker.
Supper will he served ts» out-of-town
Bath Times: The highway east of
delegates. Rockland people planning
the Kennebec to Rockland is said to
to go are requested to notify Mr. lie in very good condition for so early
Rounds.
in the season. One car has made the
run through to the Lime City and back.
The sporting editor is in receipt of There is some iee on the road but this
the following word from Charles Tur can be gone over without danger if one
ner promoter of the Boost Sports Ath uses a little caution, and does not try
letic Club of Lewiston; “Philadelphia too much speed in doing it. A few warm
Joe Stanley is back in Maine again and days will remove the last of this,iee
is ready to take on featherweights or which is in shady spots on the road.
lightweights, although only a bantam
himself. All the bantams in these
Maynard Dpmmons. who beat it back
parts are sidetracking Joe, so in or home last week, after escaping from
der to keep boxing he has to take on the State School for Boys in South
tile heavier boys. Joe would like to Portland, was surrendered to the police
show his wares in Rockland in the near late Sa.turday night by his parents,
luture with any boxer that the local and at the request of Supt. Dunn, „as
promoters can secure."
taken back to the institution by Mar
shal Gilchrest yesterday. He cele
A severe case of bronchitis causes brated his weekend visit by taking
the illness of Rev. Milton G. Percy °C charge of a bicycle belonging to
North Haven, engaged as speaker for George A. Tarr’s son. The machine
the Educational Club next Friday was restored.
evening so that Mrs. Lucia Ames Mead
of Boston, the famous lecturer, anther
John D. Rockefeller would have for
and traveler will be the only speaker, gotten his dyspepsia if he had seen
She will discuss the League of Na- delicacies displayed in the window of
t.ons; subject. “The World Crisis and Trainer’s new bakery yesterday. IfiAmerica’s part in it." a vital topic just side everything was neat and sweet.
now. Her lecture is exclusively for In the airy work room is a big oven, a
ciuh members, who lirst have a picnic doughnut vat. a brownbread steamer
supper, then business and discussions, and an electric mixer with four
as usual.
speeds and an Irene Castle whirl. The
head baker is Forest A. Ward, a
Charles E. Bicknell's schooner Clin master craftsman of 30 years’ experi
ton had the unique experience Satur ence. The front shop is presided over
day of being impaled on a snowdrift. by Mrs. Annie Aylward and the genial
Capt. Patterson was "grounding out” Mont I*, himself.
the craft for the purpose of having
seme repairs made. Instead of stop
C. W. Simmons, who has been in St.
ping where the captain intended the Petersburg. Fla. during the winter, has
schooner ran full tilt into the massive arrived home for an indefinite stay. He
bank of snow
which
had
been reports a booming Florida, with seven
dumped to the southward of Per million-dollar hotels in process of
ry's coal office during the winter and construction in St. Petersburg alone.
the bowsprit remained hard and fast. Mr. Simmons motored home, finding
Tlie engine was set to work without tlie only poor roads between New York
avail und the disgusted crew clam and Portland. He saw quite a number
bered ashore to borrow picks and of Rockland persons in St. Petersburg?
shovels. It took an hour’s hard work among them John L. Donohue who was
to free the schooner from her strange dbing a land office business (in more
prison.
senses than one) for Jack Taylor’s
Pasadena-on-the-Gulf proposition. Mr.
You’ll find it a profitable habit to | Donohue is known as “The Man From
visit Davis’ Garment Shop, corner Maine.” and already has about as wide
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, for a circulation in the Florida winter re
Ixidles’ Suits, Coats, Wraps, Capes. sort as he has in his home city. Ac
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to cording to Mr. Simmons, he will be
show goods.—adv.
home in about a month.

COBB’S
OF

50 c
28c
25c
18c

BASEMENT BARGAINS

It. E. Philbriok of the Sea View
Garage has just delivered two Super
The Maine Central steamship Norior Chevolet touring cars, one to En
sign Otis of Rockland and one to umbega was inspected yesterday.
Chester Simmons of Friendship.
Mrs. Alfred Murray is the owner of
Capt. John A. Stevens knows a lot a new Mannon car, bought through
about vessels; the proprietor of the George M. Simmons’ agency.
Southend Garage also knows a lot
The types made us say that a pieabout automobiles. That’s why he is
gladly offering to demonstrate the nil* supper would be served by the
Orange Sewing Circle at Pleasant
American Six.
Valley Grange hall tonight, it will he
The Baptist Men’s League hasn’t a public supper.

LEGS

Wash Goods
Fancy Madras Shirtings, 32 in. wide, beautiful
patterns, yard ......................... .............................
Best Percales, very dainty designs, yard ...............
1 lot of Fine Percales ...............................................
1 lot of New Percales .................................................

Don’t fail to visit this department when in our shop. Make a memorandum on your shopping list. You will
find many exclusive values in Suits, Coats and Dresses—six new Crepe Dresses at $10.00. Special values in
Hosiery, Underwear, Sweaters, etc. You surely will find something of interest to you on our attractive
counters of odd articles at 25c, 50c and $1.00; also on our remnant counters of Crash, Ginghams, Voiles,
Cotton Goods, etc.

Fred A. Clark w.ho has been nurs
ing a twice broken rib all winter, has
reappeared on the street with his
public car.
You can't keep a good
man down.

had a dull meeting this season, and
tomorrow night's will certainly not he
an exception.
The speaker will .lie
E. I. Herbert of Bangor, district man
ager of the New England Telephone
Co., who will discuss the progress and
problems of the telephone business.
The members can fire all the questions
they like; Mr. Herbert will answer
'em. And the accommodating waiters
will serve double orders for ail hungry
members.

In this season’s smartest shades and patterns can be
found in our Basement at Basement prices.
Dotted and Fancy Swiss Voiles, Tissue Ginghams,
Ratines, Ratine Crepes, etc.

Linen Department

Satin Bed Spreads

The membership committee of tlie
Chamber of Commerce meets tonight.

Movie fans have another chance to
day to see two extra good picture-—
•'Adam’s Rib” at the Park, and “No
Trespassing” at the Strand.

We are in a posi

We are offering a few items at a reduction and you will want

Graham Hills invaded the Lindsey
The Sons of Veterans’ Auxiliary will
have its regular supper at Grand Army grove district yesterday, and brought
hack some of the finest specimens of
hall tomorrow night.
pussy willows gathered this year, or
S. F. Copeland* of Warren is back any other year. They may be seen in
with the sales force of the Rockland the window of Gregory’s clothing store.
Motor Mart, after a few weeks in Bos
The Deep Sea trawlers Plover, Tern
ton.
and Medric did a good stunt last week
Ever since “The Sailor Made Man” when they carried nearly a million
was shown at Strand Theatre, Mana pounds of fresh fish into Portland. The
ger Dondis has been besieged with Medric weighed out 306,000 pounds,
inquiries as to when there would be and the happy crew came back hojne
another Harold Lloyd comedy. To jingling $146.10 apiece in their jeans.
meet this demand he has signed up for
Wilfred Bouchard, who had no peer
nine of ’em?
on the polo surface the past winter,
John Breen, messenger boy at the liked Rockland so well that he has
Western Union wrote another chapter come back here to take a position as
in his book of adventures Saturday, night man at the Fireproof Garage.
when he coasted down toward The Bouchard is also a professional ball
Brook on his bicycle and ran plunko player, and will be seen in action the
into a Central Maine truck. The coming summer.
youngster was unconscious for a short
The golf season at the Country Club
time, but was soon delivering tele
opened gently last week, a few of the
grams in his usual cheery manner.
more ardent players breaking the im
The opening of the Fireproof Garage patience of their long vacation. While
Company Saturday was particularly the greens are not yet playable the
pleasing to the proprietors.
Five fairways are in Very good condition
boxes of cigars and over 150 pinks and play can be enjoyed. Preferred
were distributed as tokens of the lies.
management’s good will.
The big
Edward W. Egan, former steward of
floor space is rapidly filling with cars
and the organization is shaking down the Owl Benevolent and Fraternal
into working order. Hurley Oliver, an Club, leaves tomorrow for Lake Massexperienced auto-mechanic and en abeeic, Manchester, N. H., where he
gineer is day man and Wilfred will spend the summer, seeking com
Bouchard of polo fame has charge plete rest and restoration of health.
nights. Charles Emery has installed The best wishes of a large circle of
an accurate bookkeeping system, of friends will follow him.
which Miss Kate Costello is in charge.
A bursting pipe carrying hot oil
Todays fine weather was specially caused very severe injuries to a for
ordered for the Catholic coffee party in mer Rockland boy, Maurice Bird, in a
Temple hall. Supper will he served Standard Oil plant in Charleston, S. C.,
from 5.30 to 7.30. after which the mu recently. A message received yester
sical comedy “Market Day” will be day reports him as resting comfort
presented by a cast of young people, ably in Riverside Hospital, Charleston,
under the direction of Miss Anna with hope of discharge in another week.
Coughlin, Miss Margaret Harrington
and Mrs. Lucy Walsh. In connection
Rockland folks who voted for day
with the supper there will be a sale of light saving find themselves in pretty
various articles. The annual coffee good company. Among the Atlantic
party has always had liberal patron coast cities which will be in the pro
age and Fr. Carey and his diligent cession this summer are Rockland,
committees may rest assured that to Portland, Boston. New York, Phila
day’s event will not be lagging either delphia and Washington. Yesterday’s
in success or receipts.
papers announced that the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad will
change its schedules to conform to
daylight saving.

NATIVE COD
Firm and Sweet

Haddock, Finnan Haddie,
Oysters, Fresh Tongues

CLAMS
Fresh Every Day and Best for the
Year Right Now

Everything in the Fish and Shell
Fish line
FREE DELIVERY
PROMPT SERVICE

FRED P. HASKELL
The Northend Fish Market
TEL. 650-M.

Closed PATRIOTS’ DAY
-THURSDAY—

ORDER

EARLY

WEDNESDAY

ROAST

PORK,

NATIVE,

LAMB.................. 29c

SPINACH,

23c

CHOPS............

45c

582 MAIN STREET

43c

PECK

DELICIOUS FOWL.................. 38c
Have a Corned Beef Dinner

CORNED BEEF ... 8c up.
EVERYTHING

DELICIOUS LEAN, no bone .

THAT’S

GOOD

TO

EAT

12c

HIGH GRADE CLOTHING
AT REASONABLE PRICES

It used to be John Thomas who got
the first salmon from Bangor pool, but
this year the honors went to Albert
Fisher of Bangor, who landed a 15pounder Saturday.

For many years we have been do
ing business with the good people of
Rockland and vicinity; and it is with
pardonable pride that we look back upon
our achievements in the commercial
world during that period. The principal
reason for our success has been—and
we trust will be—the great number of
people who constitute our regular cus
tomers—some of them representing
families who have traded with us for
four decades; others, no less valued,
who have more recently become ac
quainted with the character of the goods
we carry and the liberal business policy
that we have always maintained.

The sale of two antique chairs is not
usually worthy of comment but when
the buyer is such a celebrity as Joseph
Hergeshremtr it is a different matter.
David Rubenstein shipped two sud
ehairs, this week.
Mrs. Walter E. Fassett resumed her
duties as stenographer at Moran’s in
surance office yesterday. The warbler
of the firm whistled “Here comes the
bride." Miss Audrey Blackingtun has
been officiating in Mrs. Fassett’s ab
sence.

The Portland
Express-Advertiser
reports that Rev. Ralph W. George is
likely to be appointed pastor of the
Pine Street Methodist church in that
city. Mr. George is a former Rockland
man. who is soon to graduate from the
Yale University School of Religion.
The late Ephraim Perry and Capt.
John H. Leo, who died on the same
day, were the two oldest members of
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows. Mr.
Perry, who joined Jan. 27, 1877, was
the 21st member to be admitted, and
Capt. Leo, who joined Dec. 12 of the
same year, was the 31st member ad
mitted.

We Sell

PEAVEY BROS.
HAND TAILORED
SUITS AND OVERCOATS

J. N. Farnham reports that his flock
of 28 Rosecomb R. I. Red pullets, hatch
ed May 9 to 17, have laid from Jan. 1
to April 15, 2115 eggs, a daily average
of 20, or a percentage for the 105 days
of .71. None of these pullets has yet
become broody, but all are still cheer
fully at work at their job of laying 20
eggs every day.

For quality, style and fit we know of no
better clothes than Peavey Bros, make
and we can and do sell this make of high
class clothes at prices way below that of
any nationally advertised line.

Folks who had been hoping for a
little rain “to settle the dust," got
more than they bargained for when
they awoke yesterday morning and
found four inches of slush and snow
on tlie ground. That new snow plow
ordered by the Street Railway may be
handy along about the Fourth of July,
if it gels here.

We are Rockland agents for

LAMSON & HUBBARD 1IATS
HATHAWAY SHIRTS
YALE UNDERWEAR

The next ladies’ night at the Elks
Home will also be the last—of the sea
son. The date is April 26. The events
have contributed a very interesting
chapter to the history of Rockland
Lodge, and it goes without saying that
there will be a large attendance at the
last one.

A well known flower specialist pre
dicts that this year will be a great
dahlia year and that that handsome
bloom will rule the flower kingdom for
several years to come. Great progress
has been made in their improvement
and they run easily 9 or 10 inches in
diameter. The large estates have
adopted the dahlia widely and the more
celebrated strains sell at from $5 to 50
cents a bulb.

NEW. ENGLAND. CLOTHING, HOUSE

A 10,000-gallon gas tank is being in
stalled at the rear of Sea View Garage.
This allows of loading direct from
tank-cars and easy pumping to the dis
tributing station at the garage door.
Always something doing at the NorthCora Killeran of Cushing knows The end.
Courier-Gazette's interest in things un
The Woman’s Educational Club holds
usual, so yesterday she mailed to this
office two russet apples which were its first picnic supper of the season at
found under a tree in the orchard the 6 o’clock in the Methodist vestry Fri
other day after the winter's accumu day evening. Those who have not
lation of snow had disappeared. The been solicited will furnish the sweets.
fruit was in a fine state of preser Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, chairman.
vation; in fact the family has been Mrs. G. H. Blet'ien, Miss Clara Spald
making use of other apples which wen ing, Mrs. A. F. Wisner, Mrs. Dora
found in the orchard at the same time. Crockett, Mrs. F. C. Flint, Mrs. Ida
Simmons. Mrs. Ella Lurvey, Mrs. Nora
A small boy laying still and white on Wilde and Mi’s. Gardiner Wheeler.
the brick sidewalk in front of Abbott
block at the Northend drew a sympa
Openings were the order of the day
thetic crowd in record time yesterday. in Rockland business circles, Saturday.
It was Herbert the young eon of Mr. One of the most successful was at the
and Mrs. Eugene Perry, who had fallen Simonton dry goods store, the manage
down the steep stairs from the tene ment of which has just been taken over
ment above. He was picked up by by M. E. Wotton, the well known com
Fred P. Haskell and borne tenderly mercial traveler. The opening inau
back to his home where he soon re gurated a week’s sale, which has for its
covered consciousness.
purpose a clearance of stock so that
the shelves may be filled with goods
A $400,000 memorial drive for Hebron just ordered. Mr. Wotton’s striking
Academy has been launched. Prelimi advertisement in this paper brought
nary sketches for the new Hebron the new proprietor file in is; satisfac
academy gymnasium which will be tory results, for the store was thronged
erected with funds obtained from the the entire day, and the staff worked
memorial drive have been completed. like beavers until the closing hour. Mi.
The architect is John Calvin Stevens Wotton was the recipient of many
of Portland. The gymnasium will cost congratulations and his genial smile
$150,000. and will ,be one of the finest was more radiant than ever.
prep school gymnasiums In New Eng
land.

One hundred and fifty Sir Knights
gathered at the asylum of Claremont
Commandery, in Masonic Temple, last
night, the occasion being the official
visit of Eminent Sir Edward K. Gould,
grand junior warden of the Grand
Commandery. He was assisted on in
spection duty by Eminent Sir A. O.
Pillsbury of Camden, who is grand
sword bearer. There were 20 past
commanders in their suite. Visitors
were present from Camden, Vinalhaven, Lewiston, Portland and Rich
mond, Va. The Order of the Temple
was conferred on Bertram H. Roberts.
The inspecting officers expressed much
satisfaction with the showing made by
Claremont, especially with the military
movements, which reflect much credit
upon the careful drilling under the di
rection of James F. Carver. Clare
mont Commandery now has 280 mem
bers, and expects to round out the 300mark before the end of the Templar
year.

Bird and nature lovers of Rockland
and Knox county will have an oppor
tunity of hearing in the near future a
lecture on bird life, to be given by
one of the foremost ornithologists in
America, Dr. Herbert K. Job. Dr. Job,
who is at present in charge of the de
partment of applied ornithology for the
National Association of Audubon Soci
eties, was formerly Slate Ornitholo
gist of Connecticut, is a member of
the American Ornithologists’ Union,
author, lecturer and an expert in ani
mal photography. The lecture which
he will give his Rockland audience
will be of special interest to Knox
county folks as it will he accompanied
by several reels of moving pictures of
the sea bird colonies of Matinicus
where he spent the entire summer of
1921. studying and photographing these
W. A. Kennedy's white front store
birds. Further announcements will be
at The Brook was formally opened
made.
yesterday, and the many callers mar
velled at the transformation which
HOLIDAY DANCE
has been wrought since it was known
The interior
Thursday, April 19, Temple hall, as the Havener store.
afternoon Sunlight Hop—2.30 to 5; has been completely renovated, and
evening 8 to 12. The Venetian Melody the daintily tinted wails harmonize
Boys can be heard at their .best, which with the newly painted and newly
A lattice work
is saying something we believe, for varnished fixtures.
these boys have iieen heard here be partition separates the main store and
fore. "Day by day in every way this ice cream parlor, the latter being an
band gets better and better,” as Prof, especially nifty apartment with robin's
Coue would say. You no doubt have egg blue ceiling and panel effect walls.
all the latest music and dance hits at The show cases, with thefr dainty
home on your Victrola, but hearing contents are scrupulously clean, in
the artists play in person is much more addition to candy, fruit and tobacco,
appreciated than listening to the work Mr. Kennedy will carry a line of small
in a little wooden box, and though groceries, and will also handle mas
these boys do not profess to be Whit querade costumes. So many were the
mans they are artists in their line compliments he received that Mr.
They have been requested to play a Kennedy blushed the color of the
sunlight hop in the afternoon from cherry fixtures. He needs no introduc
2.30 to 5, which should be popular tion to the public, for he was in the
among the dancers of Rockland. Fri lunchroom business 12 years and a
day the Band puts to sea for the island bowling alley proprietor 13 years. His
of Vinal'aaven to play, providing they new venture has the best wishes of
prove as good sailors as musicians, and his many friends.
the islandites are due for some good
There will be a dance in Havener
sea-going music. Pulling anchor Sat
Music by
urday morning they start for Camden Hall, Wednesday night.
over sea and land to entertain at the Marston's orchestra.—Adv.
Opera House, which no doubt will be
full of lovers of good dancing from
Smalley’s Auto is now making two
the entire surrounding country.—adv.
trips daily to Belfast leaving Hotel
Rockland and Thorndike Hotel at 7 a
Closing out sale of al! goods and fix m. and 12.30 p. m., connecting with the
tures at cost. Come in and look our Bangor auto at Hotel Windsor. Belfast
goods over. MRS. WITHAM'S GROC leaving for Rockland at 10.30 anil
ERY STORE, 36 State Street.
4.30.
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1855

1923

^Monuments
1 E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.
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BORN
Curtis—Rockland, at Sllsby Maternity Him
pltal, April 16, to Mr. mid Mrs. Dewey Curtis,
a son.
Grotton- Rockland. at Silsby Maternity Hoxpltal, April 15, to Mr. and Mrs. Sturgis Grot
ion. a daughter.— Virginia1 Frances.
Waldron Rockland April 16, to Mr. und Mrs.
Harold 11. Waldron, a son.

Johnson

Deer Isle April 1(1. to Mr. and Mrs.
Edmond Jr.

Edmond \ Johnson, .1 son.

DIED
Webb - Ko Hester. N. Y., April 14, Fred 1’.
Webb, formerly of Stonington, aged about 56
years.
Lampson—Hudson, Mass. April !*. Mrs. An
nette Lampson, formerly of Rockland. aged 8!
years, 4 month.;, 13 days. Burial lit Rockland.
Staples Salida, Colorado, at the Red Croaa
Hospital, April 8. Charles E. Staples, formerh
of Rockland. Me., and the U. S. Navy, aged LJ
years. Burial at Coaldale. Colo.
Taylor—-South Hope. April 14. Flora B. Tay
lor. aged 68 years. Burial at Hope Corner.
Waldron «Spruce Head. April 17, Catherine
(McDonald), widow of William K. Waldron,
aged 78 years, 6 months, 6 days. Funeral
Thursday at 1 o’clock.
Bowers -Bangor, April 13, Olive, widow of
Charles Bowers of Camden, aged «9 years, 10
months, 26 days.
Morton—Union, April 15, Walter S. Morton,
of Rockland.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank all those who sent flowers
and to especially thank (apt and Mrs. Smith
of the Salvation Army; also Miss Bessie M> •
rick for their kindness and help In our re
cent bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Lawry and family.
CARD OF THANKS

HOW ABOUT YOUR

Opportunity Class of the First Baplht
Church was very much pleased h.v the kindness
and court csv Shown them by Full -r-Cobh-Dii
vis store Wednesday evening It also thanks Mr.
Carroll Cole, who came down so far to the
South End to display the beautiful traveling
hags.
Opportunity Class.

GOLF CLUBS?

WANTED

MANAGER

Bring them to us and let us
put them in proper condi
tion for use in the season

—FOR—

Our Camden Branch

about to open.

Capable man to act as Salesman
and Manager. References required.

H. H. STOVER & CO.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Telephone 818

45-tf
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WE SHARPEN THEM RIGHT

z■

ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

LAWN MOWERS
This shop sharpens all the big power machines for the Samoset,
Country Club, and Warrentqn Estate. Why?

WE

DO

QUALITY

WORK

R. B. MAGUNE

Tc*"c

Mrz.t

WORK CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

Agsnt for Worthington Power Mowers and Tractors
46-lt
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WALL PAPERS
Great Bargains in All Our New and Old

SPECIAL SALE IN BUNDLES
Room

Patterns,

25

Cents

to

$1.00

—AT THE—

C. M, BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

P:...'

Calk of foe twit
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* .If sc L. Gushec, a son—Kobert Amyn
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Vinalhavern. April 8, to Mr. and Mrs
Saunders, a daughter.
Island. March 27. to Mr. an,
Mrs. George W. Joyce, a son.
R„.kp"t. April
to Mr. and Mrs
rs
i William Gardner, a daughter.
Thomaston, April —, to Mr. and Mrs
Walter M. Swift, a daughter.
Camden, April —, to Mr. and Mrs
John Wadsworth, a son.

: 1 his W eck ♦,“
.

Every-OtKer-Uay
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*TU ENTY-FIVE YEARS ACO4
*
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A review front the columns of this
paper of some of the events which
interested Rockland and vicinity for
month ending April 12 1898.

The Board of Health organized with
Charles D. Jones as chairman and Hr.
E. H. Wheeler as serretary and exec
utive officer. The third member was
Charles C. Crockett.
Mrs. G. Francis Shaw was elected
1 resident of the Methebesec Club, with
Mrs. Jennie Achorn as vice president,
Alias Mabel Prescott as secretary and
Miss Emma Litchfield as treasurer,
q he club's membership was 90.
Frank Pierce was elected manager of
the High School Athletic Association
and Richard Rhodes was elected cap
tain of the basketball team.
George E. Gray joined the Buffalo
has ball team of the Eastern I.eygue.
Shipping Commissioner W. F. Tib
betts was advertising fi r seamen at $20
ar.d $25 a month; mates and cooks, $25
and $30.
The Free Baptist Sunday School
elected these officers; F. A. Peterson,
superintendent; C. I’. Wood, assistant;
J X. Farnham, secretary; Mrs. Eva
Snow, treasurer; E. Larrabee, librari
an.
Hr. D. C. Perkins retired from active
medi -al practice, aged 60 years.
The James F Sears Hose Co. was re
organized .with these officers: M. H.
Burns foreman, L Haskell and M. J.
Keefe assistaMs, George E. McLaugh
lin secretary, P. J. Burns treasurer.
T'n? Majors and Bath Juniors were
playing a polo series. On the Majors
were McLoon and Blackington rushes
Howard and Cross center, Crockett
halfback. Thorndike goal.
Schooner St. Elmo, Capt. Henry Hall,
owned by the A. F. Crockett Co., founI t'tred off Nantucket, all on hoard being
lost except Mate Reed. Capt. Hall's
wife was with him on the trip.
Frank S. Head assumed charge of
the Maine Central baggage depart
ment.
John Murphy of Hallowell succeed
ed John Ferguson of Lewiston as tele
graph operator at the 'Western Union.
Steps were taken by the City Govern
ment looking toward the defense of
Rockland harbor against Spanish in
vasion.

The month’s marriages were;
New York, March 26. Richard II
Ric of Providence, R. I., formerly o.
I ockland, and Alice W. Kimball oi
■ kewood, N. Y.
Rockport, March 24. Arthur B. Pack
ard and Mattie M. Bradford.
Warren, March 29, Charles E. Littleale and Clara M. Davis.
Dorchester, Mass., March 23, William
Crooker and Lillian L. Nash, for
merly of Rockland.
Vinalhaven. March 30, Emery Smith
nd Susan M. Dyer.
Thomaston, March 30, Guy Robbins
nd Mrs. Alena Y. Darling.
Friendship, March 26, Eugene F.
Wotton of Friendship and Lenora P.
udwig. of Waldoboro.
Rockland, April 11. Harvard H. Foltt and Clara F. Sanborn.
Atlantic, April 2. Adalbert L. Bridges
nd Vivian M. Rowe.
Camden, April 12, Ernest Woster and
Laura Chapen.
Rockport, April 11, Irving S. Ott and
annie Cox.
Waldoboro, April 9. Wm. Dunbar o
Thomaston and Cora Groves of Waldooro.
St. George, April 6. Forrest Pierson
and Keturah Ifemey.
Warren. April 6, Henry D. Hooper of
Camden and Mrs. Elizabeth Anderson
of Rockport.
Rockland. March 30, Fred H. Thomp
son and Delia M. Smith.
Waldoboro, Hudson Barbour and
Miss Vcse.

SIX TRIPS SOON

Eastern Has Much Freight To
Handle — The Company’s
New Financial Plans.

Plenty of Power to Assure
Knox County’s Growth

Boat service between Bangor and
Boston which was inaugurated for the
;eason last Thursday with the arrival
wre of the steamer Camden, will probibly be increased to the regular sum
mer schedule earlier than usual on acount of freight conditions. With the
Camden alone on the run at present
making three round trips a week, it is
nobable that the steamer Belfast will
be transferred from New York route at
in early date for the maintaining of
i si hedule of six round trips a week
n order to take care of the freight
shipments, destined for
Penobscot
ports, which are piling up in Boston.
The officers of the Camden are A. E.
Rawley, captain; Charles McKinnon,
pilot; F. S. Pierce, purser; Benjamin
Norris, steward; Roy Fox. chief en
gineer; Samuel Lord, freight clerk;
Edward Donlin, baggage-master; Wal
ter Marshall. Frank Lowe, quarter
masters.

CAMDEN

’’ »*

WARREN

• « • •

Stockholders of the Eastern Steam
ship Lines, Inc., have been notified by
President Calvin Austin of a plan for
.•ecapitalization.
An additional issue of 35,000 shares
Seven per cent cumulative first pre
ferred stock, par $100 is proposed for
acquiring additional property and lines
for betterments, and an issue of 90.000
non-preferred cumulative at $3.50 a
share is proposed for issue as a stock
dividend, share for share with the com
mon stock outstanding. The statement
was explained as in lieu of a distribu
tion of earnings of last year described
as “very satisfactory” which will be
applied to development.
The statement said that ‘‘if plans
with reference to the acquirement of
additional lines are sufficiently devel
oped at the date of the annual meet
ing (April IS at Eliot, Maine) they will
be submitted to stockholders at that
time.**
The statement did not make clear
whether the reference to additional lines
was intended to apply to acquisitions
other than the Old Dominion Steam
ship Co. and the Kennebec Co. al
ready announced, but not approved by
stockholders as yet.

Capt. David P. Oliver, master of the
Thomaston ship Edward O'Brien died
or. the passage from the Philippine Is
ands to Boston. He was 68.
The 2-year-oId child of Mr. and Mrs.
George Prescott of Camden, was badly
bitten on the face by a dog,
Judge Reue! Robinson resigned the
editorship of the Camden Herald to
open a law office in Rockland
Mrs. Lucy Thompson of Union was
badly hurt by a fall on the ice.
Mrs. Hattie Eugley. 63. of Waldo
boro, was burned to death in the house NEW INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
she was about to vacate through the
Gov. Baxter has nominated Wilbur
exploion of a lamp. .
Alden's oakum mill in Camden, D. Spencer of Berwick, a member of
• * ♦ • »
owned by the Knox Woolen Co. was the Senate from York county, as State
Roy Knowlton had one of his hands badly damaged by Are Frank Wenzell, | insurance commissioner, to fill the vabadly jammed while feeding a press who was left to watch the premises, 1 cancy caused by the resignation of G.
after the fire, fell through the bridge : Waldon Smith of Portland. The new
at the L. E. Shaw Supply Co.’s plant.
j appointee is 50, a native of Berwick.
Arthur S. Macomber entered partner and was drowned.
Silas J. Starrett, Levi Seavey and and a member of the York County Bar.
ship with his father, S K Macomber, in
Ira T. Yinal were elected selectmen and He was a member of the House of Repthe jewelry business.
Capt. E. S. Farwell was closing out overseers of the poor at Thomaston | resentatives in 1913 and a member of
bis grocery business at the corner of t own meeting. The assessors chosen the Senate in 1921 and 1923.
Park and Union streets, and the build were D. P. Rose, E. M. O'Brien and
Additional Stanzas to
ing was to be converted into a hotel George H. Gardiner. W. E. Vinal was
moderator. The total appropriations
“EACH IN HIS OWN TONGUE”
by M. Frank Donohue.
Guy, G-year-old son of Andrews A were $19,370.
A. E. Johnston bought Mrs. J. E. ' ,Tlle. fl”‘ ’’a"7-”
this poem, which
Mitchell of Rockland street, fell on a
,,
. .
... already have appeared in this department,
glass bottle, cutting his face severely I lerpont s farm in
ashington, with were written by Professor Carruth. The two
the intention of residing there.
I concluding stanzas were added by the Rev
and injuring one eye.
B. P. Upham, who conducted a va- Charles C Albertson. D. D
Blanchard B. Smith was employed
riety
store
in
South
Liberty
for
many
The shimmer of dew on the needles,
as day clerk at the Bay View House
The lone bird's wistful call.
years, together with, other business !
in Camden.
The whisper of wind-blown grasses,
The gray mist over' all;
C. E. Goulding and son Clifford re ventures, died in Union where he had
The pine trees slowly bending
turned from Vinalhaven, where they made his home for 15 years.
O’er paths as yet untrod—
Mrs. Fred RacklifT was accidentally
had been in charge of the net factory's
Some of us call it Morning,
shot and killed at Wheeler's Bay. St.
And others call it God.
construction.
Fred A. Hosmer was bitten on the leorge, while returning from a neigh
The thunder of far-off breakers.
bors. Her husband was with her, car
hafnd by a dog.
When the wind sings wild and free,
The swish of storm-tossed brandies
The board of assessors organized rying a lantern in one hand and a gun
Blown towards the restless sea;
with Alden U. Brown as chairman and in the other. When the light of the
*The musk- of steady rainfall
K C. Rankin as clerk. O. E. Black lantern became extinguished Mrs.
On the welcoming, thirsty sod—
Rackliff volunteered to take the gun
Some of us call it Midnight.
ington was the third member.
But others call it God
Mrs. C. F. Simmons was elected while the lantern was being lighted.
president of the First Baptist Ladies’ In effecting the transfer the gun was
A still small voice in childhood,
A beckoning hand in youth,
Circle; Mrs. H. G. Bird was secretary accidentally dis harged.
An impulse prompting justice,
A new society was organized in
and treasurer.
A heart inclined to truih,
Charles K. Souther of Boston had the Thomaston, called the W. K. B.’s. Wil- .
A firm resolve to follow
The paths where saints have trod—
contract for the completion of Rock liam Nash was president and John '
Some of us call it Conscience,
land Breakwater. The stone was to he Kelliher secretary.
And others call it God
A new fife and drum corps was an 1
quarried at Bald Island.
enlivening
feature
of
Thomaston
’
s
af

A
will to face the darkness
Slot machines were ordered out by
Of life's iast setting suu.
fairs.
The members were Charles
City Marshal Crockett.
An
uncomplaining spirit
A house on Knowlton’s lane owned Singer, Webster Benher, Don StimpWhen the race of life is run,
son,
Wilbur
Vose,
Fred
Gilehrest,
Wil

Or
we
lay our best loved treasure
by Mrs. G. A. Safford was partly de
Beneath the mounded sod—
liam Gilehrest, Archie Bucklin, James
stroyed by fire.
Some of us call it Courage,
Rokes and Raymond Moran.
"Cramp" Morse, a pitcher well know
And others call it God.
Yinal Wallace, Riley Davis and
in Knox county, signed with the Roch
Charles
A.
Fogarty
were
elected
sele
tester team of the Eastern League.
FRIENDSHIP
Charles W. Lee bought Sanford K men of Cushing. The total appropria
tions were $2960.
Welt’s barber shop.
Friendship elected as selectmen C.
The Ladies' Aid met at the church
Charles H. Cables cut one of hi
hands badly while chopping wood Warren Wotton, A. O. Wallace and i vestry Wednesday.
Riley Bradford. R. L. Thompson was ,
The Burnham & Morrill clam fac
Seven stitches were required.
tory opened for business Monday.
Myron W. Flye, who had been ex moderator.
At the annual town meeting in Rock
Mr. Mason went to Rockland Mon
press messenger on the steamer Frank
Jones, on that boat's route for 15 years, port Fred W. Andrews, J. W. Ingraham day. returning Tuesday and brought
resigned and went to Kennebec county and O. A. Fisk were elected selectmen, with him Master Chester Brown, who
assessors and overseers of poor. It was has been ill in Silsby Hospital for
Maynard Hall succeeded him.
voted to dispense with electric lights.
three weeks.
William H. Fogler was appointed a
Mrs. James E. Creighton was elect
The Farm Bureau meeting will be
associate justice of the Supreme Court
to succeed Judge Enoch Foster of ed president of the Baptist Ladies’ Cir held in the vestry of the M. E. church
cle in Thomaston.
Betlpel. Judge Fogler was tendered
April 11.
J. H. Sherman, E. C. Fletcher and
complimentary banquet at the Thorn
Llewellyn Oliver, who is teaching in
Capt. Isaac Coombs were elected se Pleasant Point, spent the weekend at
dike Hotel.
Exercises were held in Knox Coun lectmen of Camden. Charles Payson home.
ty Supreme Court in memory of the was elected road commissioner over W.
Dr. Flood preached in the M. E.
H. Gardner by a vote of 207 to 188.
lute Hon. Hiram Bliss, Jr.
church Sunday morning to a large
J. H. Hobbs, David S. Hall and W. audience. He will also speak the two
Great excitement was caused by the
Sundays.
ringing of the militia call "62.” Jtfem B. Fish were elected selectmen of I
bers of Tillson Light Infantry, momen Hope. Alden Allen was road coramis- ! Mrg Ualton Wolton visited her aunt
turily expecting a call to the fron
Mrs. Emma Wallace, at South Waldowere quickly assembled at Elmwood
! boro recently.
EAST WALDOBORO
hall, only to iind it was a false alarm.
Mrs. C. H. Miller visited Mrs. Angie
I Simmons at Lawry, Tuesday.
Miss Ursula Hanna returned to New
Mra Annie Bvowrli who has ,)een
The following births were recorded Jersey Saturday.
j visiting friends and relatives at South
Rockland, March 21, to Dr. and Mr;
Mrs. James Dili of Gardiner lias been Waidoboro. has returned home,
Byron D. Spencer, a daughter.
a 'recent guest of her niece Mrs. Wil-1 Capt. W. J. Wotton, who has been
Stonington, March 25. to Mr and Mr
liam Keene.
- vis;ting his son Percy of New York, has
Joseph S. Robbins, a daughter.
Miss Rena Wiley, Mrs. I. A. Mank I returned home.
Rockland, April 8, to Mr. and Mr
and Byron Whittaker were in Rockland i
_ ______________
Judson E. Clark, a son—John L.
Saturday.
Deer Isle, April 1, to Mr. and Mrs
EAST
LIBERTY
Mr. and Mrs. W.ilium Wilson were
John S. Pickering, a son.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Austin .Miller
Swan's Island, April 4, to Mr. and Sunday
Mrs. Marianne Davis still remains
Mrs. Nelson Sprague, a son.
Miss Ella Mank spent Tuesday with very Poorly. Her granddaughter. EveDeer Isle, April 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Martha Gould and Mrs. F. N. lyn Suitter Fopakis. who has been car
Marsh Thompson, a daughter.
ing for her, is nopr visiting her sister,
Mank.
Vinalhaven, March 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. M. A. Bowers was a recent guest Gladys Cunningham at North Appleton.
Mrs. Charles Chilles, a son.
A. B. Gordon recently returned from
of Miss Rena Wiley
Rockland, March 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Frank Brackett was in South,a visit with relatives in Belfast and
John A. Stevens, a son—Robert A.
Warren Saturday.
Morrill.
North Haven, March 19, to Mr? and
Mrs. Sarah Singleton of Warren was
Edwin Ryan who has been working
Mrs. James F Brown, a son.
a caller in this place Friday.
, at Thorndike the past winter has reThomaston, March 17, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. James Mank attended turned home.
*
Mrs. Charles W. Brown, a daughter.
Sammie Norton is recovering from
Hope, March 11, to Mr. and Mrs. the funeral of Mrs. Mank’s father La- a 8erious*Hurgical operation, this being
Forest Butler, at Kaler’s Corner Tues
James Morse, a son.
his third similar experience in the past
North Haven, Feb. 28, to Mr. and day.
Mrs. C. Coffin and daughter Muriel three years. His friends are hoping
Mrs. Samuel Beverage, a son.
that this time he may be restored to
Camden, March —, to Mr. and Mrs. were at Mrs. Charles Bowers’ Satur perfect health.
day.
George Heath, a son.
Edward Richards sprained his ankle
Several residents are confined to the
Vinalhaven, March —, to Mr. and
quite badly recently.
house with the prevailing epidemic.
Mrs. Walter Young, a daughter.
Hattie Esancy has an attack of jaun
Boothbay. March 11, to Rev. and Mrs.
dice.
B S. Fifield, a daughter—Vera Eve
lyn.
Rockland, April 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
/or that
GILCHREST
L. W. Benner, a son.
Vinalhaven, April 5. to Mr. and Mrs.
f COUGH/
MONUMENTAL
14a vid Geary, a son.
Vinalhaven, April 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
WORKS
C C. Carver, a daughter.
Stonington, March 30, to Mr. and
Successor to A. F. Burton
Mrs. C. S. Grant, a daughter.
Deer Isle. March 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
GRANITE AND MARBLE
Charles Sewell, a son.
Waldoboro, March 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
CEMETERY WORK
Marcellus G. Robinson, a daughter.
Pleasant to take
Warren, March 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
Children like
Main Street
Alfred Lermond, a daughter.
it y/
Stonington, April 5. to Capt. and Mrs.
THOMASTON, MAINE
L W.'Clark, a daughter.
10-tf
Appleton. March 30, to Mr and Mrs.
Tues full-till May 21

A
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Waterville have enlarged their factories or

DAMARISCOTTA

lEATHERBOARD

mills—because they could he sure of ample

COM
PANY , driven out of Damariscotta

and steady power.

by lack of power, settled in Richmond—

What chance has a city or town these

because it could be assured Central Maine

days to get new industries unless it can offer

Power Company power.

them reliable power?

The Pine Tree Pulp Company, en

Knox County’s chance has come.

gaged in a business that requires considable power, after looking over many sites,

The handicap of inadequate power

picked one in South Gardiner and built a

can he removed.

factory there—where it could be assured

I he new' hydro electric

plant winch Central Maine Power Com

ample power.

pany proposes to build in Union will put

Knox County on the industrial map.

The Maine Spinning Company built

its factory m Skowhegan—where it could

This plant will he built with money

be sure of hydro power.

raised by the sale of Central Maine Power
Company 7' > Preferred Stock.

I he Dingley-Foss Shoe factory of

It will be

Auburn, 1 he Cushman-PIollis shoe factory

started just as soon as this financing is

of Auburn, The Keyes Fibre Company of

assured.

If you are interested in the growth and future of

Knox County—if you believe in home investing- -if
you want your money earning 6 1-2% in a security
thit has paid dividends 17 3-4 years—send in this
coupon and learn about this plan.
-COUPON
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
Augusta, Maine.

Central Maine
Power Co.
V

AUGUSTA,

......

I am interested in the growth and
future of Knox County. Without any
obligation on my part whatever please
send me more information about this
development and the investment which
will finance it.

MAINE

Name ...........

L. E. McRAE, 74 Pleasant Street

St. and No. ..

Rockland Manager, Securities Department

City or Town
C.-G.

FRED E. WEBS
April 23. All members and those who
are not members are invited to be pres
ent.
Fred E. Webb, a former Stonington
Mrs. Cora Buzzell Millay of New
Mrs. Blanche Witherspoon is quite
business man and town ofli-ial died
York was the guest of Mrs Delora Mor ill at her .home in Simonton.
Saturday in Rochester, N. II.. where he
rill Friday of last week.
Mrs. Harold Fish was at home from
had been making his home the past !0
ST. GEORGE
Spruce Head to spend Sunday.
years. The de eased was a son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Goding. who have j
School
began
Monday
with
Jean
Charles H. S. Webb, who was one of
been guests of Mrs. Nellie Wilkins, re- i
Chillis of Long Cove as teacher.
the pioneer settlers of Stonir.gt n, and
turned Saturday to Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hoekings and
Mrs. Fannie Andrews has returned
who had a large share in its industrial
from Bath where she has been spend son Darold have returned from Wall- and business development.
ston, where they visited at Mrs. Hocking several weeks with her daughter,
ing's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Fred E. Webb was born in OeeanMrs. Arthur Whittier.
Barter.
ville, and received his education in the
Mrs. Maud Walker spent Sunday at
Mrs. Elia Robinson, who has been ill town schools. He was engaged in the
James Scott’s in Camden.
is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Perry of
Almond Hall was a weekend guest
Brookline, Mass., are guests of Mr. and at home.
Mrs. A.
Moore this week.
Hardly a house in this village hut
Harold Fish of Portland was a guest
has sickness in it.
at C. E. Grottoh’s over Sunday.
John Richards has returned to his
The next meeting of the Village Im home in Clark Island , after staying a
provement Society will be held at the few weeks with his daughter, Mrs.
High School building. Monday evening. Maynard Kinney.
Capts. Arthur and Ardie Thomas have
sailed for New York with paving from
Long Cove.
Albert Davis has opened his store in
the John Wiley house.
Faustina Robinson has returned to
St. Barnabas Hospital, Portland, where
she is training, after a week's vaca
tion at home.
,
Mrs. Florence Shuman has been vis
iting Mrs. Dorothy Thomas.
,
Miss Leola Robinson returned to
Ro ki.ind last week where she lias em
ployment.
Mrs. Ada Jenkins has sold her cow to
Rodney Kinney.

ROCKPORT

shoe business prior to going to Roch
ester, where he was successfully condu- ting a real estate brokerage at the
time of his death. While a resident of
Stonington he had served as select
man and treasurer and like his father
before him had an active hand in the
town's development. The news of his
sudden death brings keenest sorrow to
his friends and former associates in
the island community. Mr. Webb is
survived by his wife, who was for
me- :y Jennie Buckminster, two daugh
ters, Christie and Muriel Webb, and
one brother, Frank I,. Webb of Ston
ington. Deeased was a Mafton. Odd
Fellow and Knight of Pythias.

=

Pierre Cartier’s

CLARRY HILL

Medicine
For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
- and Honey
Build up a reserve power to
withstand cold and exposure.
Those in a run down condition
are most susceptible to colds and
sickness.
Pleasant io take and harmless.
Foil SALE BY
C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
WHITNEY & BRACKETT. Thom’tn
BOYNTON'S PHARMACY Camden
And at all other Cood Drug Stores

I

16-t May 3

Marion Smith has gone to Vaselles,
Conn., where he has employment.
Leon Rose returned home from Mad
ison Thursday where he has been em
ployed by the Great Northern Paper
Co. He expects to go to Albany, N. Y.
next week for an indefinite stay.
Frank Jameson returned home Sun
day after spending a few days at the
home of his uncle Norrington Sidelinger.
Dwight Cummings of North Whrren
was a business caller here Friday.
W. J. Smith slaughtered a pig last
Saturday that weighed 230 pounds.
Mrs. Lucy Bossonneault of North
Wald jhoro was a business caller here
recently.
Miss Sadie Kelley spent a few days
last week with her brother Charles in
South Union. She found him in poor
health.
Rodney Messer of Union is working
for A. K. Jackson.
C. F. Ross is having his house
shingled with his son Leon doing the
work.
Mrs. Mabel Smith called on relatives
in Pleasantville last week.
Those small ads in The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why they are so popular uud
effective.

“
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Among up-to-date road builders, the Clelrac Model “W” Induztrial Tractor has long been considered an indispensable power unit.
Its crawler construction makes good footing of the softest mud or
sand. Its sturdy power can be depended upon for a full day’s work
year ‘n anc* ycar cut- Bs ability to get in and out of ditches, gives
Cletrac a place in road building work that no other form of power
can fill.
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DEMONSTRATIONS GIVEN

==

FRED M. BLACKINGTON, Agent
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s
54 WALDO AVENUE, ROCKLAND. TEL. 472-3
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EAGLE “MIKADO”.

For Sale at your Dealer

Pencil No. 174

Made in five grades

ASK FOR THE YELLOW PENCIL WITH THE RED BAND
F.AGLE MIKADO

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, NEW YORK

,

TICKETS SELLING WELL
For the High School Musical Comedy
"Kathleen”—Check Seats To-mor
row-

Page Five

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 17, 1923.

Ev.‘ ry-Other-Day

9.

T elephone
Directory
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MAINE
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Eastern Standard Time
Trains Le*»ve Rockland foq

The Venetian Melody Boys will be
Augusta,
A$7.00 a. hi. 17.30 a. m., il.lOp. m.
Angus
here Friday in Town hall.
Bingor. A §7.0.) a. rti. t7.30a.rn., il.lOp. ni.
Buth
A
57.00
a. in., 17.30 a m.. 11.10 p m„
The annual meeting of Union Church
t5 30 p. in.
Society, will be held in the vestry on
Boston.
A
§7.03
a. m., 17.30a.m.. tl.10p.m.
Every day in every way they are
Wednesday evening.
Brunswick A §7.00 a. in., 17.30 a. ni.. 11.10
p.
in
.
getting better and better, meaning that
Mrs. Flora Athearns arrived Satur
Lewiston. A57.00 a. m.. 17.30 a.in., 11.10 p m.
day from Camden and will spend the
under the direction of J. F. Blue, of the
New York, tl .10 p. ni.
Portland. A$7.00 a.ni, t7.30 a. in., tl 10p.m.,
week in town.
John B. Rogers Producing Co., the
15
30 p rr..
Mrs. Guy Peasley entertained the
Waterville A§7.00 a m.. *7.30 a.m. Il.lOp. m.
principals and choruses of "Kathleen,” JAIL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
Progressive Club on Wednesday even
Woolwich. $7.00 a. in., 17.30 a.m., Il.lOp.in..
the High School's musical comedy of
15.30 p. in.
ing. Supper was served.
1 Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
The Washington Club met Saturday
fering, are daily getting closer to the
A
Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
evening with Mrs. E. G. Carver.
AUTOMOBILE BATTERIES
perfection of the opening night.
wich and Bath.
Luncheon was served.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
Practices are being held daily at the
The Silent Sisters will meet on
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen 1 Mgr. Genl Passenger Agt.
IT’S HERE AT LAST
High School. After school in the after
Thursday with Mrs. B. K. Smith.
noon and in the evening there is a
Grace Roberts and little daughter
THE NEW BOSCH IGNITION SYSTEM
steady stream of amateur actors wend
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
Cora, arrived tjaturday from Boston.
ing their way to the school to show
The SweecUah ball held at the Ar
FOR FORDS $12.75
how much they have learned toward
SPRING SCHEDULE—STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
mory Saturday evening was largely
their part in the biggest amateur the
SERVICE RESUMED
attended and proved most enjoyable
F. W. FARREL COMPANY
atrical offering in the history of Rock
to all those who were present.
CHICK
FOOD
land High School.
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
643 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 661
Addison Parker and son Charlie, of
Saturdays at 8 I’. XI. for Boston.
Besides the 10 principals, there are
Return Leave Boston Mondays. Wednesdays
Swan’s Island arrived Saturday.
should be given lo baby chicks 48 hours after batch
175 members composing the 10 chorus
and
Fridays at 5 I'. XI. Leave Rockland TuesEarl Calder and Arthur Williams of
ing. It is easily digested and provides the necessary
groups in the large production. One
lays. Thursdays and Saturdays at .*♦.<»<» A. XL,
Boston, arrived Saturday
J vU Lbs Net "Hi —
Camden
5.45 A. XL. Belfast 7.15 A. XL. Bucks
NEWSPAPER
feature of the show will be the kid
nourishment lo make them strong and healthy and
Call 837-M
port 9.<10 A. XL. Winterport 9.30 A. XL, due
0IRTHMORE
Vaugn Johnson and family have
dies' group, a chorus of 40 small girls
Bangor
19
A. xi.
keep
them
active
and
vigorous
through
the
early
moved into Carver's block.
fiom the grade school. Other groups
SEA VIEW GARAGE
Return—Leave Bangor Tuesdays. Thursdays
Call 770
BUTTERMILK
danger period.
Regular meeting of Canton Vinaland Saturdays at 2 I’. XL for Rockland, Boston
are:
“The
Villagers,”
"Lassies,”
and tell us to send you
Chevrolet Cars, parts and
and way-landings.
haven was held Friday evening. At
"StroHers.”
"Tennis » Girls,”
“Shy
WIRTHMORE Buttermilk Baby Chick Food is
Service
Station.
Auto
Acces

The
Courier-Gazette the close of ceremonies lunch was
Maids,” “By Hecks,” "Guest Girls,”
a New England product—designed and prepared
MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
served.
,
" Dance-My-Ladies,”
"Dance-O-Ma
sories.
156 times a year for only $3
Vinalhaven Symphony Orchestra w
BAR HARBOR LINE
from tested formulas, to meet the conditions and re
nia.”
689 Main St., Rockland
hold a concert and hall in Memorial
All the Home News
eave Bock’and Tuesdays. AnrII 17th and
The tickets for the coming event
quirements of New England poultrymen. Its use
OuCKCNS DUCW
Thursday April 19th nt 5 A. XI. for Bar Harbor
hall May 3.
Ouse
TUrkeys
were passed out to the members of the
will positively increase vitality and decrease mortality
and way-landings, returning same day.
AUTOMOBILE AGENCY
Mrs. A. U. Patterson returned Thurs
I C E
Not*'- IJ SOX
cast and some few others early this
in your flock.
Hr —eFefCA rV.mu.Fti.5'4
BLUEHILL LINE
day
from
Rockland.
week. A count taken recently shows
STA'.MM ukJpCO VfiASMfOXCO
Call 238
Leave Rockland, Saturday. April 21st at 5 A.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Dyer have re
the sale to be very good. This speaks
XI. for Dark Harbor, Stonington and South
Write
for
FREE
Wirthmore
Egg
Record
[Rookturned from their honeymoon trip and
well for those selling the tickets and
Bluehlll returning same day.
Rockland Motor Mart
have begun housekeeping at the home
Landings will he made at other points aa soon
Filled from cover to cover with helpful information for profit
also shows tbht the people of Rock
as
Ice conditions will permit.
of
the
groom's
mother,
Mrs.
Myra
able
poultry
raising.
CADILLAC
land are interested in the putting across
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Dyer.
of the "All High School Musical Com
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
Portland-New York Freight Service
Chas. M. Cox Co., WhoIesale’Distributors, Boston
The selectmen have appointed I. S
edy,” as it has been called by the
PLEASURE CARS
Direct freight service between Portland and
Littlefield, tax collector; L. B. Dyer,
school pupils. The Empire theatre is
St. Albans Grain Co., Mfrs., St. Albans, Vt
New York resumed from the New State Pier,
G. M. C. TRUCKS
harbor master; Jesse Bradstreet. con
limited in its seating capacity but the
Central Ice Co.
Portland, Ale.
stable; W. C. Winslow, truant officer
Through rates and direct track connections
arrangement of the house makes every
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
and sealer of weights and measures; E.
seat good. To insure a seat, an ad
AUTO ACCESSORIES
MOVING
roads.
L. Glidden, inspector of buildings and
vance ticket should be purchased early
F. S. SHERXIAN. Supt. Rockland M<T.
Dr. F. F. Brown, new member of the
and exchanged at the box office to
R S. SHERXIAN, Agent, Rockland. Xie.
MOVING
hoard of health. At a recent meeting
Call 238
morrow for the seat desired, either for
6 Auto Trucks for moving and
these trustees of the Public Library
WE SELL AND RECOMMEND
the Thursday or Friday performance
long distance hauling of all
WALDOBORO
Vinalhaven & Rockland
were reappointed: Miss Mildred Vinal,
If you like comedy, this is the show.—
Rockland Motor Mart
kinda. Wo move you anywhere
Miss Linda Jones and W. A. Smith.
Adv.
in New England. You save
Steamboat Co.
V. B. Hagerman was in Portland last
Mrs. Charles Chilles returned Mon
• full tins of
Crating, Time ar.d Money.
week.
day
from
a
business
trip
in
Bangor.
Tite direct route between
WATERMAN'S BEACH
H. H. STOVER CO.
Miss Ethel Overlock is spending her
ACCESSORIES AND TIRES
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hennigar of
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN.
Tel. 818
Union 8L, Rockland
Rockland spent the weekend in town vacation at home from Norwood Mass.
FARMERS
’
UNION
Finest Equipment in Maine
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
April 14.—Twenty above this morn
Arthur Scott of Bath has been a re
as guests of Mr. Hennigar’s parents,
THOMASTON, MAINE
CONFECTIONERY STORE
ing. I had to cut open the waterhole
cent guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Angus
Hennigar.
Satur

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
MONUMENTS
It doesn't look like planting potatoes
(Subject to change without notice)
day evening the newly weds were given Fred W. Scott.
the 17th of April. The snow is nearly
Mrs.
Mildred
Harrington
of
Bath
HOME MADE CANDIES
Telephone Connection
NORTH APPLETON
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY, JAN. 8, 1923
a shower party, at the home of the
all gone from the fields in sight of my
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sunday!
groom’s sister. Mrs. Langtry Smith. was in town Saturday.
ICE CREAM
Floyd Benner was in Portland Mon
house, but there must be quite a mess
Gilchrest
Nearly 40 guests were present and the
Twenty-two /oung people helped at 5 30 A XI. for Stonington, North Haven,
ff
Vina
Ilia veil and Rockland
of it in the woods yet. 1 have taken
received many lieautiful and day.
Miss Shirley Keene celebrate
her
Weymouth’s
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P XI , for
Monumental Works couple
Mrs. Willard Wade has returned twelfth birthday Saturday afternoon,
the winter coverings from the straw
useful
gifts.
Refreshments
were
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stoulngtou. aud
from Boston.
berry beds, and the plants look as green
Main Street
Telephone 156-M
served.
April 7. (tames .rere played and cake Swan's Island.
Mrs.
W.
G.
Lihe
and
Mrs.
W.
M
W. 8 WHITE,
as they did last June. There are lots
The High School Athletic Associa
and ice cream were served.
Thomaston, Mo.
General Manager
402 Main Street
of spring birds about my door and
Frank Meservey and son Alonzo are
tion will hold a food stile in the G. A. R. Gallagher were in Rockland Friday.
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 6, 1923
ARTISTIC
MEMORIALS
Miss
Dorothea
Waltz
of
Roston
if
henpens. They feed with the hens and
hopping fire wood for Stanley Me
rooms April 19.
chickens and appear to like cracked
Services at Union church Sunday visiting her mother, Mrs. Addle M servey in Camden this week.
EXIDE BATTERIES
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
Waltz.
corn and rolled oats. The hens are
School commenced in this district
morning, were largely attended. Rev
Thomas Ashley of Boston is a guest Monday April 9 with Miss Ava Gushee
laying to beat the hand this month
Call 238
E. W. Stebbins preached from the text,
Telephone 205
at
Stacy
L.
Keizer's.
] got 39 eggs today from 44 hens. The
as teacher.
"And he looked that it should bring
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
VALVE GRINDING
Rockland Motor Mart
rialph Morse went to Portland Fri
crows will soon be laying, also the rob
O. T. Keene is on duty at the select
forth grapes.”
Special music was
COMPOUND
C.
M.
WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
th
a
car
given
by
the
chorus
Ladies'
Trio
and
and
returned
at
night
wi
ins.
men's office this week. They are mak
ff
EXIDE BATTERIES
VALVE LIFTERS
Nearly all the neighbors attended
a solo by Mrs. Albra Vinal Smith. At for the Waldoboro Garage
Ing out the taxes.
Chiropractor
AUTO
PAINTS
AND
Mrs. Edward Conner of Rockland has
For Every Car
Aunt Annie Foster’s funeral Thursday
Mrs. Harry Fanog who has been 400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
the evening service, Mr. Stebbins
VARNISHES
been
a
recent
guest
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
afternoon, and quite a number came
visiting her sister, Mrs. Gladys Cun
preached a most impressive sermon.
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
Special Prices on
from Andrews Island, and Capt. Le
Office Hours:
H. H. Crie & Co.
ningham, has returned to her home in
The auditorium was filled aisles and Jlinton B. Stahl.
RADIO
BATTERIES
Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays, 10-12, 2-5, 7-8
Those
who
were
discouraged
at
sight
land Mann and son from Two Bush
456 Main Street, Rockland
Gardiner.
all. The pastor sang, "The Journey's
Tutsdays, Thursdays, 10-12, 2-5
of
the
56th
snow
storm
will
lie
relieved
Light; Ira Snow and S. O. Hurd came
Quite a number of young people
End” and "Abide With Me,” and the
________Saturdays 10-12
Tel. 886_
to know that April 16, 1904 eight from Appleton attended the services
LAUNDRY WORK
GARAGE
from the 'Keag. John’Foster's fathe
Ladies’ Symphony Orchestra played
inches
of
snow
fell
during
the
day;
was a brother of Mr. Snow's mother
Sunday afternoon at the schoolhouse
H.V.TWEEDIE, M. D.
several selections, the new piano being
Call 124
April 20 and April 24. 1904 about six
George Barnes and wife came from
used for the first time af this service.
Diseases of the Eye;
nches
fell;
April
2
and
April
18.
1912
Wheeler’s Bay; Annie Foster was Mrs
Union Church Circle will hold its
Dyer’s Garage. Inc.
MONHEGAN
it snowed all day and May 2, 1917 we
Barnes' mother's sister. Mrs. Rosalind
Refractions, Etc.
usual supper on Thursday at 5.30. At
had one of the worst snowstorms of the
Sawyer came from Rockland; her
REPAIRING, STORAGE
407 MAIN STREET
7.30 the midweek prayer meeting will
Dr.
Clarke
nf
Pemaquid
was
in
town
winter. So there is a chance for sum
Hour*. 9 to 12 A. M ; I to 5 P. M.
mother was a sister to Annie Foster.
take place.
AND SUPPLIES
last
week
attending
Alphonse
Speed
Residence,
21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391*1
mer in 1923 after all.
O. T. Mann and hjs daughter. Mrs. Jen
Walker Fifield of Brown, Durrell &
Office Telephone 493-W
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fillmore and son
The last meeting of Wiwurna Chap
Agent for
nie Cleveland couldn't get here from
Co., Boston, spent the weekend with
Karl are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Collars.
DODGE BROTHERS CARS his parents. Mr. ami Mrs. H. W. Fi ter, <). E. S. resolved itself into a pleas
Camden, owing to sickness in the
Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
Field.
ing
social
affair.
Two
members
a'filifamily. Undertaker Cushing of Thom
field.
Mrs. Elva Moody is spending a few
ited with the chapter. Mrs. Maude
Osteopathic Physicians
aston had charge of the funeral, owing
Mrs W. H. Bracv is making a good
Welt and Mrs. Elizabeth Barter. An days in Boston. iMrs Charles Dyer is
to sickness in Mr. Ulmer’s family. Six
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
recovery from her recent severe op
have
a
supper
and
entertainment
at
I
substituting
at
the
post
office
during
TENANT'S HARBOR
entertainment contributed to the en
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
young men. Wesley Snowdeal, Archie
O. O. F. hall. Each men^ber has the eration at Knox Hospital.
joyment of the evening. Mrs. Labe and her absence.
SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Backlit!, I.ester Post, Harry Waterman
privilege of inviting one friend to sup
Carl McKown of Linekin is visiting EVENINGS A Telephone
Mrs.
Oliver
gave
several
ducts
on
the
136
You
’
ll
find
it
a
profitable
habit
to
and Ralph and Raymond Rackliff, wen
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Slingshy were per. Members are requested to be visit Davis' Garment Shop, corner piano after which Mrs. Oliver sung Mr. and Mrs. George M. Smith.
hearers, and they carried the remains guests of relatives at Long Cove Sat- ' present,
Mrs.
Otis
Thompson
and
children
are
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, foi two charming selections. Mrs. Ben
to the cemetery, about 100 rods from urday.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
....
visiting relatives at Pleasant Point.
Ladies' Suits. Coats. Wraps, Capes. ner received applause for her amusing
the house, on their shoulders. The
Capt. and Mrs. George Cook are Vis
Mrs. Ernest Rawley was a weekend ’ Mrs. Nellie Cook, who has been ill, is
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
recitation.
"Aunt
Doleful's
Visit."
and
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
casket was covered with beautiful guest of friends in Rockland.
' gaining.
Mrs. Stahl read three of Edgar Guest’s iting in Friendship.
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
show goods.—adv.
flowers. Nearly everyone went to the
Jbhn Field has a new 35-ft. power Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
Joseph Walker of Rockland called on | Mrs. Annie Andrews, who has been
poems in a pleasing manner. Lunch
grave, . What wonderful changes one friends here Sunday.
j ill, is convalescent,
was served at the close of the program. boat Duilt by Frank Winchenbaugh of
sees in a life of three-score years and
Telephones: Residence. 41-4; Office 149
Mrs. Nancy Watts went to Rockland i George Johnson of Elmore called on
NORTH HAVEN
About 50 members were present Friendship.
ten. I can remember ail those strong Friday.
Miss Ernestine Bracey returned Fri
< Irvin Cook recently.
Chapter
W. A. JOHNSTON. HtG. RHC.
Supt. of Schools E. A. Smalley of Stated meeting Wiwurna
well built young men when they were
Arthur Piersons walked to Warren | ifts. Ella Alley arrived home from
Tuesday evening, April 24. Three can day from her vacation and school be
babies, and doubtless Aunt Annie had and returned Saturday, covering the [ Rockland Wednesday, having had em- Vinalhaven was in town Thursday vis
JOHNSTON
’S DRUG STORE
didates will be received into the lodge. gan Monday.
iting schools.
AND
SUNDRY
held the most of them in her arms distance in seven hours.
COMPLEE
DRUG
Mrs. Hiram Colomy is spending a
J ployment there through the winter
Ail
entertainment
will
follow
the
work
Mrs. E. H. St. Clair and son Warner
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Mr. Foster’s many friends will
few days in Boothbay Harbor.
Mrs. Fred Watts and Amelia Taylor i months,
after
which
lunch
will
be
in
order.
KODAKS.
DE
PRESCRIPTIONS.
pleased to learn that Frank Graves will served on the supper committee at j Myron Wiley is driving the Kalloch of Owl's Head are visiting relatives in
VELOPING. PRINTING
AND EN
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Davis and Mrs.
Thursday night will be the first mid
town.
remain with him for the present. M
LARGING.
Carrie West who have been spending
Puritan Rebekah Lodge
Thursday j & Co.' truck again after a lengthy ahMrs. S. P. Cooper returned home week feature of the season at the Star
Foster will he 80 years old next Thurs night. Mrs. Watts made a surprise: sence from his duties on account of
Theatre.
The
management
has the winter at Port Clyde, have returned 370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
Thursday
from
tile
village
where
she
day. He and Annie were married in cake. Albert Slingshy found a ring. sickness.
home.
has been spending the past few weeks. chosen wisely in selecting the big
1876 and have always been my neigh Clarence Dwyer a button and A. J
Dwight Stanley was in Boothbay
The Central Maine Power Co. force
spectacular production, "Blood and
THE S1LSBY HOSPITAL
Several
cars
are
running
from
hors.
C. D. S. G
Rawley the thimble Some excitement arrived in town Wednesday putting the Pulpit Harbor to the village.
Sand,” with the popular Rodoip t Val- Harbor Saturday.
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
followed.
finishing touches on the new lighting
—-----------------Mrs. Lucy Quinn was a guest of Mrs. etino as the star. This, written by the
—and—
system.
The
“
juice
”
was
turned
on
Mrs.
E.
E.
Allen
is
a
guest
of
her
son.
author of ‘‘The Four Horsemen,” is t
NEWAGEN
Amy Ladd Wednesday.
SPRUCE HEAD
X-RAY OPERATOR
Henry, who is attending school in that evening and many homes were
Mr. and Mrs. Will Sampson were in master-drama of passion and thrill
SUMMER STREET. ROCKLAND
Waterville.
made happy.
staged by the great producer of "The
the city this week on business.
Miss Bertha Snowman has been at
Jasper Drinkwater, who entered the
Telephone 123
Miss
Marguerite
Condon
has
resumed
A. J. Rawley is working on Walter
Three
Musketeers."
This
picture
has
Kenneth
Mills
returned
home
Tues

home
for
a
short
vacation
from
her
employ last week of the Eastern Ulmer’s barn.
her duties at the Postoffice after a visit day and Bernard Mills Thursday from broken house records wherever shown
school
duties.
Steamship Corporation as pilot, spigw
GEORGE W. FOSTER
Thursday evening the Rebekahs will of a few weeks in Providence, R. I.
South Poland where they have had and is now generally conceded the big
Mr. and Mrs. p’red Robinson of the
Sunday with his family here.
gest
hox-office
hit
of
the
new
season
employment
at
Poland
Springs
the
past
Dealer in Pianos
Cuckolds were in Boothbay Harbor re
H. C. Burton, E. W. Burton and Sid
of 1922-1923. Valentino acts wonder cently.
winter.
ney Thompson were business visitor
Fine Tuning
fully
in
this
picture
and
has
fine
sup

Harry
Whitmore
has
bought
a
horse
A. E. Ginn has made arrangements
in Rockland Saturday.
port from Lila Lee and Nita Xaldi. The for his children while attending school
of Vinal Hopkins of Vinalhaven.
The Smart Set enjoyed another of
75
Cedar
Street. Tel. 572-M.
Harold Stanton of Rockland is in spectacular bull ring scenes, the to stop with Mrs. Lester Barter, when
their picnic suppers Thursday at the
wealth
of
detail,
the
superb
acting
and
town
doing
electrical
work.
home of Mrs. Leslie Thompson.
it is too rough to land on the Light
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Mrs. Jessie Brown and daughter Mar splendid direction mark this picture in Station.
Benjamn T. Kales celebrated his
a
class
liy
itself.
Those
who
miss
it
Jorie
returned
home
Thursday
from
80th birthday in February.
He ha
Just before dark Wednesday, the
Insurance
Rockland, where they have made an will miss a great experience.
been in excellent health, coming a mile
wrecked vessel Barbara W. (or the half
extended visit.
td the postoftice for his mail daily and
of her that was afloat) said good-bye
Successor to A. J. Erskine A. Co.
Ycu’ll find it a profi’able hdi <t to to the Cuckolds, and started out on a
Miss Dorothy M -Donald returned
lias only missed when the weather was
Tuesday from Boston for a visit with visit Davis' Garment Shop, corner straight course for upper Boothbay 417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND. ME.
very severe.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Mc Main and Elm streets, Bockland, for Harbor. The main ma»t is still left
Frank Wall is working at Clark
L. R. CAMPBELL
<
Ladies’ Suits. Coats, Wraps, Capes. with thtysunken part of the vessel.
Donald.
Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parsons and Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Waldron and
On Thursday afternoon, F. Robinson
Attorney at Law
daughter Emma have moved to Pulpit show goods.—adv.
son Harold of Bockland were calle
of the light towed into the harbor, a
Harbor this week.
here Sunday by the serious illness of
large
fishing
boat
that
had
broken
Special
Attention
to Probate Matters
• • •
Mr. Waldron’s mother, Mrs. Catherine
down in the vicinity of the Station
MATINICUS
375
MAIN
ST,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
J. Murray Howe and son Ralph of
Waldron.
You too will make this identical demand on your
Ames—Burgess
Boston are in town for a few days
Ernest Meservey and daughter Helen
LOWER SUNSET
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Orin T.
dealer after eating the first item in the SUPERBA line
Mrs. Leon B. Stone and daughter,
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
returned home Thursday after spend
(2723)
Barbara, are visiting her parents at Burgess was the scene of a (|ulet wed
mg the winter in Massachusetts.
ding
Saturday
evening
when
their
Harry
Austin
called
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Attorney at Lav
Benton.
Melvin Cline and daughter Mrs. J. 11
Mrs. Katherine Duncan entertained daughter Lena was married to Elmer William Powers, Sunday.
Olson were in Rockland Thursday
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
Ellsworth
Ames.
The
ceremony
was
Miss
Bertha
L.
Small
is
visiting
her
the Larkin Club Thursday evening.
Leslie Thompson has been doing
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Barter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Tolman and performed by W. Scott Young in the aunt, Mrs Raymond I
auto repairing at Clark Island for
daughter Flora are visiting relatives in presence of the bride’s parents and a Mountainville.
Telephones—Office 468.
House 603-W
week.
few guests. The bride wore an attrac
Lewis J. Small spent Sunday •and
Ro 'kland and Hope.
Mrs. H. F. York and Mrs. L.
tive
gown
of
brown
messallne.
Monday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs E. 8.
Supt. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley went to
Thompson walked to Rockland Sat
The marriage took place in the house Small.
Rockland Thursday on the Westport.
ill day for shopping and the movies.
built
and
long
occupied
by
the
bride

Willis Small was the guest of his
The Pythian Sisters Sewing Circle
Miss Alberta York was home from
met at the hall Thursday afternoon and groom’s great grandfather, Alexander mother Sunday.
Rockland for the weekend.
Bhilbrook.
It
is
of
interest
to
note
William Powers was in Stonington
tacked three quilts.
Rev. H. R. Winehenbaueh preached
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Noyes have ar that this house stands upon the site Wednesday.
a very able sermon here Sunday and
of
the
one
in
which
Mr.
Bhilbrook
was
Wesley Small, who has been borne
rived home and opened their houses
the people were glad to hear him. It
himself married and set up his house for a short vacation, returned to his
for the summer,
was the last meeting of the conference
hold
goods,
almost
one
hundred
years
work again Friday.
Sea View Cemetery, Inc., held Its an
“The Fireproof WaUboard"
year and it is hoped he will be re
The newest thing in
ago.
Mrs. Roscoe S. Powers is out again
nual meeting at the home of A. B
turned for another year. He goes to
Mr.
Ames
was
one
of
the
first
to
en

after
a
long
sickness.
House
Heating
Cooper
Saturday
evening.
These
of

conference Thursday morning.
Comes in
Sizes
roll in the coast patrol, where lie
ficers were elected: President, Fremont
The Community Club held a meet
PRICES FROM
served with honor
throughout the
Sbeetrock,
the
fireproof
Beverage; vice president, Mrs. H. M
ing at E. W. Burton’s Saturday even
World War. He has recently comple
wallboard, comes in stand
$135.00 to $185.00
Noyes; secretary, A. B. Cooiier; treas
ing.
ted the building of an exceptionally
ard size units ready to ba
towers
urer, W. L. Ames; executive commit
The funeral of Mrs. Annie Foster
OUR PRICES LOWEST
fine motor boat, christened the Lena
put up easily, quickly and
was held Thursday afternodn. Words:
tee, C. S. Staples. O. D. Lermond, H. T. G., so with a new wife and a new boat
economically. And Sheet*
EVER OFFERED
Duncan and H. P. Stone.
of comfort were spoken by Rev. H. R. I
lie is
doubtless looking upon life
rock economy means last
Ills the Patented Features
No charge for labor except
Mrs. J. A. Brown and daughter who
Winehenbaueh. and she was carried to!
through rose-colored glasses. Mr. and
ing economy. Because
the Special Mdteridhunt
carpenter work. Any price we
lier last resting place in the Thorndike
have been In Rockland a number of Mrs. Ames will make their home with
. 8heetrock is made from
Workmanship rtiatmafugive is complete except for
cemetery on the shoulders of her |
weeks, arrived home Thursday morn the parents of the groom, Mr. and Mrs.
rock, Sheetroc k walls and
smoke pipe.
f/ie B|g Difference
ing.
nephews Harry Waterman, Wesley i
Kufus Miller. Both the young people
ceilings are fireproof and
' DEALERS EVERYWHERE iCWEJfj'Snowdeal. Lester Post. Archie. Ralph
It did sound good to hear the West- are highly respected in the community
can not warp, shrink or
and Raymond ltn kliff. There were
port whistle Thursday morning. She and have a host of friends, all of whom
AJTOWERCa .
Call us for a
buckle. Our trucks make
BOSTON
8 I
1
mpny beautiful flowers hanking the
will call at this port Tuesday, Thurs join in wishing them a long and happy
quick deliveries of Sheet^WBRAl®
demonstration
casket. Sympathy is extended to the
day and Saturday., making a round trip life together.
rock.
aged husband (who was 80 the day
each of these days.
EDWARD
K.
GOULD
following the funeral) and the foster
Telephone 713
W. H. CLOVER CO.
daughter, Mrs. Florence Monroe, the
FULL LINE OF
Attorney at Law
In other Freeman
Elwell and sister,
ROCKLAND
COLUMBIA RECORDS
Mrs. Elvira Wiley.
COR
TILLSON
AVR.
and
MAIN
AY
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Frank Graves has been ill Hut is
STONINGTON
The Famous Sheet Music you see edver*
better and is to live with Mr. Fos
A. C. MOORE
tised in all the ieadiag magazines. Over
FURNITURE CO.
ter, having been there all winter.
Te
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS
2200 selections—send for catalogue.
Telephone that Item ol news to The
Mrs. E. V. Shea will entertain the
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Str.at
Piano Tuner
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland. Me.
278 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Ladies Circle Wednesday afternoon.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
readers will see It,
With th. Main. Mu.ie Company
Mrs. H. F. York entertained last week.

C/?<?

dinner

@IRTHMOR£ BUTTERMILK
8ABY

R

f

I

ONE QUALITY ON LY-THE BEST

WIRTHMORE
POULTRY FEED

Professional EBusiness Cards

“We simply must have

to get CANNED GOODS SUPERB”

KINEO

PIPELESS
FURNACES

SHEETROCK
It

Z7

;

FISH BRAND SUCKER

V. F. STUDLEY

SHEET MUSIC 15c

A

Standard

^very-Other-Day
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THOMASTON
Miss Nida Vesper of Boston arrived
Monday night and is-the guest of Miss
Helen Carr.
Mrs. .1. Walter Strout substituted for
Miss Mabeile Brown at the Baptist
church Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stone, whf
have been at their home in Cushing for
the past few weeks, have returned to
town for the summer. Mr. Stone has
employment with the W. H. Glover Co
Rockland
Richard Odiornp of Worcester, was a
weekend guest of his sister, Mrs. K.
W. Bunker.
Edward C. Andrews spent the week
end in town, returning to Boston, Mon
day.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. church
will meet in the vestry Thursday at 10
o’clock, for an all day session with pic
nic dinner at noon.
John O. Alden of Boston, naval
architect, was registered at the Knox
House Saturday. Mr. Alden was here
to attend the launching of his 45 foot
yacht, which was built at Morse’s
boat shrtp nnd launcned Monday.
Mrs. Willis Hooper and family have
moved into the Oxton house on West
Main street.
Miss Bertha Closson of Camden was
a weekend guest of Mrs. George Gar
diner.
There will be a dancing party at the
Knox
House,
Thursday
evening.
Marsh's orchestra will furnish music
and dinner will bp served from 6 till 8.
dancing 8 to 11. Dinner seats must be
reserved before Wednesday noon,
telephone 13-12. This party is for the
benefit of any one who wishes an ex
cellent dinner and a delightful social
evening.
The regular meeting of the Women’s
Christian Temperance Vnion will be
held Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock at
the home of Mrs. Truman Sawyer.
Miss Margaret Hanley was one of the
seven girls to take part in the Uni
versity of Maine minstrel show in Ban
gor Friday night. There was a chorus
of about 50 men with the girls repre
senting old historic characters in the
finale. This is the first time co-eds
have taken any part in tile minstrels.
Mrs. L. W. Creamer of Rockland
spent Sunday in town.
Mrs. Lucia Ames Mead of Boston, fa
mous world traveler and author, will
be the speaker at the Women's Edu
cational Club in Rockland Friday even
ing. Her subject will lie "The World’s
Crisis and America's part in it, with
special Reference to the League of Na
tions."
Mrs. Mary Berg left Saturday morn
ing for Boston, enroute to Green Bay.
Mich . where she will he a guest of her
son Walter, a salesman for the CreedKellogg Co., Boston,
,
Dr. and Mrs. Ehen Alden who have
been spending the winter in Florida,
left this week for home, stopping en
route jn Kentucky to visit relatives.
The Baptist Circle will meet with
Mrs. John Brown Wednesday for an
all-day session. Box lunch at noon.
The first ball game of the season will
be played Thursday afternoon between
T. H. S. boys and T. II. S. alumni.
The Beta Alpha Society and guests
numbering about GO enjoyed a de
licious supper in the Baptist vestry
Monday at 6 o’clock. A business meet
ing followed and these officers were
elected: President. Eva Beveridge;
vice president. Leona Starrett: secre
tary, Helen Studley: treasurer, Gladys
Doherty; work committee. Harriet
Burgess, Blanche Pease, Dora Kalloch;
sick committee, Florence Gardiner and
Lucy Spear. Music was furnished by
the kitchen band, members being Linekin, Andrews, Payson, Jameson, Star
rett nnd Gardiner, with Miss Julia
Woodcock at the piano, and a special
solo. “Coming Thru The Rye,’’ Miss
Doherty. The society then presented
the one-net farce. “Rev. Peter Boyce.
Bachelor," with the following cast:
Miss Harriet Burgess. Susan; Mrs.
Gardiner, Flora;
Beth Washburn.
Delia; Jennie Moody, Mae; Marion
Dow, Clara; Minnie New.bert. Sarah;
Gladys Doherty, Mrs. Prince. This
comedy brought down the house as did
the chorus in costume, which followed:
Liza Jane, Smiles. Beautiful Katie.
John Brown's liaby. Not only was
much musical ability shown but also
much hosiery.

5 ou il find it a profitable habit to
visit Davis’ Garment Shop, corner
Main and Elm streets. Rockland, for
Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Wraps, Capes.
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to
show goods.—adv.

WEST APPLETON
Miss Janie Wellman was a Sund
guest of Mrs. Hazel McLain.
Mary Bartlett is teaching school at
South Montville.
Merle Harriman was in Belfast re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Harriman wer
•Sunday guests of Tracy Harriman in
Liberty.
Martell McLain has 200 more chicks
making COO in all.
Mrs. Julia Robinson is visiting rela
lives in Belfast and Camden.
J. E. Robinson of Camden spent Sun
day at his home here.
Ar. E. Harriman was in Searsmon
last week hauling lumber for Joohi
Levensalcr.
Herbert Robinson spent Sunday and
Monday in Belfast.
Mrs. Lois Bartlett has been
guest of Mrs. Gertie Colby in Liberty.

©

AS TO BEING SLIM

GLOVER HALL

WARREN

WORKS EASY NOW

STATES PAYNTER

FRIDAY, APRIL 20

S. 0. HURD

WANTED

Young Lady Cashier

"CENTAUR” GARDEN TRACTOR

BERMAN’S

F. F. WILLIAMS

'3*

WANTED

EXPERIENCED STITCHERS
POWER

is

Ice Cream, and

no mistake.

Its FLAVORS are REAL flavors.

You can taste them.
Your dealer sells S&H

(4123)1

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
TnftS-tf

F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
Office hours: 8 to 9 A. M.
I to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M. and
by appointment
400 Main 8t. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telephone 160-W
45tf

MACHINES

MODERN PANTS CO.

RED

CEDAR

SHINGLES

SLEEVE PROTECTORS

R. W. BUZZELL CO.

I
I

In Everybody's Column

Edward Payson returned from Port' land Friday, bringing a 1823 sport '
WARREN, ME.
Being slim may be a matter of pounds; but looking slim is a matter of
i
Lost and Found
touring Maxwell, which be intends lo|
where those pounds are placed.
OLD FASHIONED
FOUND
—
Pair of nose glasses. Apply at THE
demonstrate to prospective purchasers <
roVKIEK-GAZETTE OFFICE.
43-tf
Mrs.
William
Robinson
entertained
_________
GOSSARD
DANCE
friends at supper Saturday night, in
Wanted
TYPE CORSETRY
cluding Mrs. Iva McKcllar, Mrs. Fan
ENDED IN- _WANTED—To buy a Commandery Coat, size
DECLARES
TANLAC
nie Wyllie, Mrs. Grace Spear and
as interpreted by our experienced corsetieres, will raise or flatten a curve,
‘2r :iS Address
Courier-Gazette 46-tf
Misses Sue and Harriet Hahn.
RHEUMAand reproportion your entire figure to an appearance of graceful slimness.
DIGESTION
AND
WANTED—Kitchen girl at BCT: HD'E^CAFFL
MUSIC BY
Albert Anderson lias left the mill
biir.crock street, R oc k I an d.
46-lt
And all this is attained without reducing a single pound or losing one
HART AND EMERY
OLD-TIME
where he has been employed in the
TISM,
RESTORING
WANTED—A man to drive team; steady job
atom of natural freedom.
Gents,
50c
Ladies,
25c
card room and has gone to the Greut
for the right man. .1. D. PEASE, Hope.
You’re always comfortable in a Gossard.
______________________________ 1
46-52
46*47
Lakes where he has employment dur- j STRENGTH.
ing the shipping season each year.
•
WANTED—All round Cook. Write BOX A.
Port Clyde, Me.
46-48
Clifford Spear has been quite ill tlie
WANTED—Croclietcrs on infants’ bootees and
past week.
THE AWFUL MUMMY
tncqttes.
Steady
work. Submit samples.
Mrs. Katheryn Overlook spent the
SOLE AGENTS
"The Tanlac treatment rid me of SCHLESJ'X<GER, 13 East 33rd St., New York.
lr
.
* ii c
■
weekend with her daughter. Mrs. Frank
________________________________________ 46-4S
If You Are At All Supersti- E Percy
stomach trouble and rheumatism that
WANTED—Housekeeper or capable girl. No
had afflicted me for several years and washing or ironing. MRS. CLARENCE BEVtious Here Is Something To
ERACE. 7 Chestnut St. Tel. 243-W.
it would be mighty hard for me to say
___________ 46*48
they passed a part of the winter.
Consider.
WANTED—TAILORING AtkENTS make Slim
Mr. Cushman who has been employ- too much in favor of tlie medicine,” de- weekly selling Simpson made to order summer
, ,
cd by M. Shorten and Son will enter dared James W. Paynter, 55 Spring St., suits $17.5P and $19.5(1. also our famous all
The Sinking of the Titanic and a long|the employ of Charles SUrretl whoi Portland. Ak,. well-known carpenter.
wool suits $29.50. Commissions daily. Beautiful
assortment 6x‘‘ swatches free. No experience
line of Other,calamities have been at-1
U)
n hlg s;(w mjll th,s week
needed. Can use spare time men If hustlers. .1.
"I
suffered
so
badly
from
indigestion
tril.uted to the revenge of a young
A
al meeU
wil,
hel(, by
SOUTH THOMASTON, ME.
B. SI.UPSOX, Dept. 580-831 Adams. Chicago,
Egyptian princess because her sarco- I Mys(le Rebekah LotIgl, nex[ Satur(luy th.it even the plainest food caused me HL
__
46* It
misery
from
gas
bloating,
and
my
ap

—DEALER IN—
phagus was removed from ns >°nib Al,rii 2l. Maiden Cliff Lodge is Invited
WANTED—Maid for general housework in
petite
so
far
forsook
me
that
even
the
family of three. MRS. (L M. SrMMDNS. Ill
and transported several years ago from to work the degree, and Waldoboro
McCORMICK-DEERING FARM MACHINERY,
Egypt to England. The story of these Lodge is also invited. Supper will be smell of food was sometimes repulsive. Talbot Ave. Tel, 34-M.______________ 46-48
The
rheumatism
in
my
arms
caused
WANTED—At
once,
night
watchman.
disasters and their mysterious origin served at 6 o'clock.
a machine for every use on the farm
pains and swelling till I could scarcely THFRSTON BROS.. South Vnion
45-tf
is revived in connection with the super
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brennan were use them, and my strength was reduced
WANTED
—
Woman
for
sewing
room.
FVEstitious
conjectures
offered
in
expla

Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mel to where it was a terrible effort for me I.EK-COBB-DAVIS.
Also WAGONS, TRACTORS, ENGINES, SAW
45tf
nation <f Lord Carnarvon's death. bourne Spear,
to stay at work.
WANTED—Two young men who want homes
Some of tlie belated adventures in re
RIGS, ETC.
Roy Tavlor has finished his work at
"Bpt now my appetite ts a wonder. I of their on to buy the two desirable corner
tribution of this particular princess I •]],, woolen mill,
lots
opposite n:\ house. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
can eat anything, it all agrees with me, 284 Broadway
were sketched by Sir Arthur Conan1
Iiouklaiul.
45-17
LARGE STOCK OF REPAIR PARTS ALWAYS
and constipation that used to trouble
Doyle.
You’ll find it a profitable habit to me a lot seldom bothers me now’. A
WANTED—Position by Shaw Business College
ON HAND.
bookkeeper, typist, stenographer. Best of ref
The following outline of the ravages visit Davis' Garment Shop, corner
Address BOOKKEEPER. P. O. Box 441,
attributed to this most potent of mum Main und Elm streets. Rockland, for big day’s work never tires me now. and erences.
City._________________________
all
in
all
I
am
feeling
like
a
different
ORDERS FILLED DIRECT from factory al factory
my's curses is furnished by Shaw Ladies' Suits. Coats, Wraps, Capes.
person.”
WANTED—; reliable men for new opening
Desmond, the English author and jour Dresses and Blouses, No trouble to
prices on House Paints, Barn Paints, Roll Roofing,
with Fuller Brush Company. $30 to $50 per
Tanlac is for sale by all godd drug week. All depends ou you. Let me tell you
nalist :
show goods.—adv.
• Eight years or so ago, at any rate
gists. Accept no substitute. Over 37- about it. H. P. MACALMAN, Rmkland. Me.
Asbestos Fireproof Coating, Stock Dips.
44 46
before the war. a muminy of a young
million bottles sold.
WEST
ROCKPORT
WANTED -Woman for general housework in
Automobile, Truck and Tractor Oils and Greases.
princess was brought from Egypt. It
a country dub. One who can assist with cook
had the reputation of having a curse
ing. Wages $15 per week. Also second girl,
There will be pruning demonstra
Ask For Prices
onp willing to assist in dining room. $10 per
on it for anybody who disturbed it.
week.
Write MRS. WILLIAM CLINTON,
36-tf-oaw
When it was being taken out of the tions given at Bert Keller’s Aprif 19.
Franklin, Mass., care Franklin Country Club.
at 10 o’clock and at Robert Oxton’s at
stone sarcophagus, the slab fell and
43-51
1.30 by County Agent Ralph Went
killed several workmen.
Later, on
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of three;
worth of Warren
one who can go home nights preferred. Call
being shipped from Liverpool, a hoist
Mrs. Henry Keller and daughter are
461-M between 9 anti 4. or 876-W.
44-tf
ing cable broke, kill.ng a man in a most visiting her .parents at Glencovej
WANTED—A cook.
Tel. 887-W.
MRS.
peculiar way. The mummy was placed
Robert Heald of Camden was no
home
CHAS. H. BPJtRY. 31 Talbot Avenue.
41 tf
in the British Museum, but was cred over Sunday.
WANTED—35 ihagz; rats aod kltlena. male
ited with bringing so much disaster to
and fmnale. Highest prices uaid. JOHN 8.
all those connected with it that it was
—AT— '
KAS'LGTT, Rickrille. Me Tel. 332-H. IStf
EMPIRE THEATRE
finally put away in a storeroom by
order of the British Museum authori- i
—
Misceilaneoue
Back on its own power. Does the work of man and
ties. It was said that the curse was on ' It is not definitely known who i
anyone who touched her or interferred • coined the phrase "There’s one b
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss of deposit
horse; plows 7 inches deep in sod; harrows, seeds,
I every minute.” Nearly every day one
book numbered 27,736 nnd the owner of said
with her in any way.
book askk for duplicate in accordance with the
This sketch has been elaborated by reads in the paper of some smooth incultivates, mows lawns, saws wood, grinds food; has
provision of the State Law. ROCKLAND SAV
Amlirose Lansing, Egyptologist of the dividual who has utilized this desire
INGS BANK, b\ A. B. Blackington, Asst. Treas.
Rockland. Me.. April 19. 1923.
46T*-52
Metropolitan
Museum
of
Art.
New
York
i
tor
easy
money
to
enrich
himself
at
many other uses. Sold by—
who said that the sinking of the Titanic ’be expense of someone else’s toil and
$600 CETS EQUIPPED FARM ON GOOD
Summer Cottages and Board ROAD: NEAR TOWN. Pleasant living condi
had been traced to the malice and fury labor. A demonstration of just how it.
tions. excellent advantages, stores, convenient
NOW .a the lime when people are laying church, creamery, cannery, 33 acres, fertile
of the mummy by some devout be is done is portrayed in "Dollar Devils"
In this case, summer vacation plans The Courier-Gazette loamy tillage, spring-watered pasture, woodlot ;
lievers in the curse theory. Rumors at the Empire today.
suggests that owners of cottage property, to
1 5 Fluker Street, - - - Thomaston, Maine
were spread, he said, that the British however, the wily promoter inveigles let or for sale, or accommodations for boarders, 3'> fruit trees, grapes, berries; good painted
cottage, handy water; basement barn, well in
Museum authorities, much disturbed an entire community into giving him annouuce the fa*t under this heading, where it yard, blacksmith shop, wood shed. Age forces
WILL DEMONSTRATE AFTER MAY 1st
sale $1.00d. horse cow, tools, vehicles in
at the mysterious mischief, had sold their money.. The companion feature will he read ail over New England
43T»49
TO LET OR FOR SALE—Two furnished sum cluded to settle immediately, only $600 needed.
the mummy to an American who de is "When The Desert Calls" with Bar
Don’t delay. ROY C. FISH. 1. O. O. F. Bldg .
mer
cottages,
8
and
9
rooms
at
Owl
’
s
Head.
signed to bring it to America. The ney Sherry and Huntley Gordon nnd Maine, prices low. B. F. HUSSEY, 30 Church Belfast. Me.
mummy vetoed this plan, according to a big east »f picked favorites. A com St.. Everett, Mass.
44*69
MAINE’S MARVELOUS MEDICINE— Ana
followers of her career, and to insure i edv completes this pleasing program
leptie.” A Stomachic Tonic and Body-builder.
VESSEL NOTES
CAMDEN
the American’s death, used her power j
"’’H Ptease everybody. Empire
For old and young. Of Druggists and Agents.
To Let
RH HARDS CO-OPERATIVE CO., INC. Rock
to steer an iceberg into the track of the family prices prevail all the time.—
port. Me.
46tf
Schooner Mary Langdon, (Thomp world’s greatest ship, sinking it and Adv.
TO LET—One furnished room. 10 PLEASANT
Camden’s new mortuary chapel was
ST.
Tel.
854
-W.
<C-tf
NOTICE—Tlds is to notify all concerned (hat
used for the first time as a Chapel Sat son) arrived at Boston the 12th, from drowning hundreds, as well as her se
my wife Rose Levy has left my bed and board
THE NATION’S PENSIONS
TO LtT—Two room furnished apartment for and from this date I will pay no bills con
urday afternoon, when the funeral ser Rockland.
lected victim.
light hoiktekeeping. 11 BROAD STREET
Schooner George R. Bradford (Web
vices of Mrs.‘Olive Bowers were held
tracted by her. ABRAHAM LEVY. Rockland.
Lansing said that this was the last
46*43
Me._________________________________ 45*47
there Rev. H. I. Holt officiating. The ster) arrived at Boston the 12th. from calamity traced to the mummy, so far War of 1812 Continues On the List
TO LET—Two very convenient rooms for
With More Recent Wars.
AUTO TRUCKING—And Furniture Moving.
deceased was the widow* of the late Stonington and sailed for- Stonington as he knew, but that he would not be
light
housekeeping.
Everything
furnished.
Tel.
Prices reasonable. 8. P. WADSWORTH, 56
Charles Bowers and a member of the the 14th.
411 W
46tf
surprised if the mummy's adherents
Grace
St. Tel. 258-4.
65-tf
Schooner Ervin J. Luce (Paschal)
In the course of a recent address
Congregational Church.
She leaves
made her the Instigator of the world
TO LET—Newl\ furnished rooms bv dav or
PAPER HANGING And Inside Paintiug. For
two daughters. Miss Jennie Bowers arrived at New London the 11th., Ad war. For a time tjie rumors came so upon the federal expenditures. Assist week. MRS AWTK FLINT. 2 SUMMER ST . such
work call 349-M. C. C. JOHNSTON. 16
45*17
ant Secretary of the Treasury, Edward (or. Main St. Tel. 665-11.
and Mrs. Albert L. Chellis, both of dison, Me., for New* York.
Pleasant St.. (’Ity.
43*48
thick regarding tile; efforts of the’BritSchooner
Lincoln
(Bishop)
sailed
Clifford,
gave
some
very
interesting
Saco.
TO LET—On.-ear fcarage on Masonic street,
ish Afuseum to hidi away the mummy j
APRIL EDISON AMEEROL RECORDS—
The Methodist Ladies Aid will meet from New York for Boston the 10th, and break the murderous force of three figures regarding the nation's pension centrallv located. Inquire at KITTREDGE 35 cents each. Phonographs $30, $50, $75. D.
PHARMACY.
43 47
bill, as follows:
E. WOTTON. 5 Knox St., Thomaston, Me.
with Mrs. George Ayers, Wednesday to load fertilizer for Windsor, N. S.
or four thousand-y^ar-old incantations J
♦ • • *
__ _________ 43*48
afternoon.
w ii
n a
"You will be surprised to know that ■ TO LET—Attractive large and small rooms.
hip Xereus which was recently that Sir Ernest A. Wallis Budge. | 41 widciws ot goi,jlers ot the War of ,central location. Permanent or transient. En
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find eaen issue of
There will be no meeting of the Con
quire
25
PAP.K
STREET.
’
45-47
keeper of Egyptla ■
The Courier-Gazette on sale at tlie CENTRAL
■As*Jnan an’;1812 are now drawing pensions; that
gregational Ladies Circle this week sold, to be junked, was bought in by
TO LET—Furnished 6-room flat, first floor, all NEWS CO , 664 Congress St. This will con
on account of the Missionary Insti Charles 1). Bolster at U. S. marshal's liquifies at the British Museum, >«sued ,here ar(, -- sul.vivors of Ih(. Mexican modern,
venience many who via nt to get the paper reg
garage
at
226
Main
St..
Inquire
of
a denial, according to Mr. Lansing. war. and 1,717 widows of soldiers of the
ularly.
13-tf
tute to be held at the church on their sale in Boston the 14th for $7,000. Air.
DORA LEVY. 2nd floor ou premises. 45*47
thaT
,
an
>
’
^precautions
had
been
taken
j
Mexican
war
now
on
our
pension
rolls;
Bolster
made
the
purchase
as
trustee
meeting day. A picnic supper will be
"CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY,” a very
TO
LET
—
Large
office
with
steam
heat.
Apply
handy 106 page book compiled by R. B. Fill
for the N'ereus Ship Co., which is to elude the vindictiveness of the prin veterans of the Civil war to the num to VI\SPER A. LEACH. 366 Main St. 42-tf
held at the Chapel at 6 O’clock.
more. gives ;bo official history of the county
ber of 178,349 and widows of soldiers of
Mrs. Kendall Hopkins is quite Hi at about to be formed. Boston shipping cess. He ridiculed the whole story.
TO LET Two furnished rooms for light and a page or so is devoted to each of the
Sir Arthur Ccnaj^Pvyle’s account of the Civil war to the number of 268,- housekeeping, with flush cioaet. electric lights,
interests will use her in the merchant
her home on Upper Mountain street.
towns and two plantations SeDt by mail to
the posthumous (T»y 30 or 40 centuries) 925 are now drawing pensions.
city water, for man and wife, or two woineu. any address on receipt of 50c. Address R B.
Remember the Baptist Brotherhood trade.
72 CAMDEN STREET. Tel. 632-W.
41-tf
FILLMORE. 90 Main 8treeu Thomaston.
crimes
of
the
noble
’
maiden
wodld
make
j
»
•
.
•
‘ Of the veterans of the World war.
supper at the vestry this evening at
TO LET—Store in Camden excellent location,
AYhen the schooner Abbie S. Walker her or her guardian spirit a bacteri- . 899,095 have already applied for com6.30. The men have prepared a fine
all fitb. l lor grocery or grocery and market. Tel.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
Saturday, ologist, for the last of the chain of the, pensation from our government, al- 238-11. S. B. HASKELL
supper for which the tickets are only sighted Highland Light
37-tf
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall
with a cargo of wood pulp from Nova muinmy murders was brought about by J leging that they were disabled*ln the
50 cents.
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES lfUf
TO LET—In Vinal Block, Thomaston, store
May 4 is the date of the p’ay “Anne- Scotia for Boston, she was leaking at inoculation. Typhoid fever germs were, service; 434,279 of these claims Rave space first floor; 2 front offices, second floor, all
What’s-Her-Name,” which is to be giv the rate of six inches an hour. A dis introduced into the system of a jour-; been granted, and of this total, claim- of third floor, suitable for factory or lodge
For Saie
Third floor formerly occupied by K. of
en by Camden amateurs for the bene tress signal was hoisted, and the crew nalist who sought merely to weave an ; ants to the number of 180,757 are now rooms.
P. and is ail fitted. Apply to 11. H. STOVER or
FOR SALE—.Baby carriage, with reversible
fit of the District Nurse Association. of the Parmet River Coast Guard sta article around the girl who had made | drawing compensation ranging from ERNEST C DAVIS, Rockland.
36-tf
body. Inquire at 14 PINE STREET. Rock
The cast includes some of the best lo- tion went to her assistance. With the a forward puss of her ferocious dispo $8 to $100 per month, and in some
46-48
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, asoves. land, or telephone 765-M.
al talent and musical numbers will Coast Guardsmen's aid the vessel was sition from early antiquity to the pres cases an additional $20 for payment of and musical instruments or anything that re
FOR SALE—Overland 5
passenger Sedan.
a nurse.
quires a dry. clean room. Terms reasonable Run
be rendered between the acts. The worked across the bay, until picked up ent day.
only 3,300 miles. Reason tor selling, have
45tf
"Also 161.887 veterans of the World J R. Flye 221 Main St.. Rockland
Hundreds of mummies have been
High School Orchestra will furnish by the tugs Dolphin and Sadie Ross
bought another car. B. B. SMI'Hi or GEO. M.
SDIMONS.
46*48
and towed to Boston, where most of brought to this country, have traveled war have been given vocational train
music.
The Colby Musical Clubs will give a the water was removed by syphon about with Barnum's circus and have ing, and 93,962 are still taking this
FOR SALE—The late Charles A. Benner
Eggs
and
Chicks
place corner of Knox and Hvler streets, Thom
concert and dance in the Opera House pumps. She will he dis harged at stocked various museums, hut so far training at our various institutions of
aston. Large 2 story house with shed and ga
made.
The no mummy in this country has been learning at the expense of the govern
Wednesday evening April 26. Theo Boston and repairs
rage connected. Ail modern improvements—
dore Bramhall of Belfast is manager of schooner was built at Jonesboro in accused of a murder not even in the ment.
has fine cemented cellar. The buildings are in
“These figures do not include pay
first class condition and this is one of the best
1883, and is commanded by Capt. Ar Elwell case when 400 writers of anony
the Glee Club.
residences in the town. L. W. BENNER, 2 No.
mous letters placed nearly every other ments to beneficiaries of deceased
Mrs. Albert L. Chellis and Miss Jen thur Ogilvie.
Main St.. Rockland.
46-48
nie Bowers while in town were guests
possible theory before the district at soldiers of the World war who carried
FOR SALE—12 horses. Must be sold at once
These bene
MRS. ANNETTE LAMPSON
of Mrs. C. D. Wadsworth.
torney. So far as current mystery lit War Risk insurance.
as we are shifting over to our trucks. No rea
Olaf Dwinal, who has been the guest
erature in America is concerned, the ficiaries number 158.145 and the amount
sonable offer refused. H. H. STOVER A- (Xl.
Tel. 818.
46-48
Airs. Annette P. (Brown), widow of mummy's curse is as feeble as that of paid out during the last fiscal year
of hi3 parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
was $109,073,801. Of the survivors of
Dwinal, returned Saturday to his home Edward J, Lampson, died at the home an aching heart.
FOR SALE—-Scotch Collie Puppy. 8 weeks
old Color white; $10.0(1. Applj BEE HIVE
in Mechanic Falls.
AA'hilst the curse against tomb vio the World war 544,170 are continuing
of her daughter. Airs. Charles Q. Fair
(MFE, Limerock St.
46-43
Mrs. Henry D. Storey and Mrs.
lators was a part of the cerymony of their insurance policies with the gov
EGGS FOR HATCHING—Barred Rocks. Haw
FOR SALE—USED PIANOS in perfect con
Frank Knowlton are visiting in Boston. banks, in Hudson. Mass., April 9 Egyptian and other ancient burials, as ernment. It is estimated that approxi kins
and
Thompson
strain
;
S.
Reds.
Thomp

tuned and regulated by factory expert.
Miss Fiances Dearborn has resumed aged 83 years. A service was held in among modern Indians, the curse has mately $450,000,000 will be required to kins and Owen strain; bred by \Y. A. KH1BLES, dition,
$30 up. Cash or terms. MAINE Ml’SIC CO.
43*41
her duties at G. W. Achorn and Co. the home, conducted by Rev. Herbert a poor record for making itself felt, ac pay for the compensation, care and Beach Street. Rocknort, Me.
46-48
after a two weeks vacation.
EGGS FOR HATCHING—Pedigreed Thomp
li. Francis, pastor of the First Feder cording to Egyptologists, because thou training of veterans of the World war
FOR SALE—Ford Coupe, in Al condition.
for
the
next
fiscal
year.
,
kins
S.
C.
R.
I.
Red
cockerel,
son
of
high
egg
Mrs. Oscar H. Emery and two chil ated Church. Airs. .1. Albert Halliwell sands and thousands of tombs have
Can be seen at Plye Garage.
PRANK A.
"Comment seems unnecessary, but if record hen, mated with thoroughbred females, WHEELER.
46*48
dren and Mary E. Bartlett are guests and Airs. William I,. Persons sang. been violated with impunity.
good color and layers, $1.50 per 15. V. P.
anyone
will
take
the
trouble
to
learn
of Mr. and Mrs. J.*M. Bartlett in South Airs. Lampson was horn in Appleton.
j HALL. Tel. 5L5._____________________ 41 -If
FOR SALE—1 Buick touring. 1 Hudson road
Dr. Caroline Ransom Williams said
Thomaston for a few days.
Her girlhood and married life were that she had not even heard of any dis the facts 1 think they will not eha,fee , WH)T£ wyAND0TTE EGGS F0R HATCHING ster. 1 Dort touring. SEA VIEW GARAGE,
46tf
Miss Ethel Armstrong is home from passed in Rockland. Since the death asters supposed io have been caused oui country with beinB ungrateful to I—j?rom high grade hens. $1.00 per setting, $6 00 Rockland, Tel. 837-M.
FOR SALE 1 Hui* range, ('hickering piano,
Quincy, Mass., for the week.
of her husband 29’ years ago she had by tomb violations. Air. Lansing said those brave and patriotic men who I per loo J. I* SPAULDING. So. Thoniastfci,
extension bed, Stands and all other household
The Venetian Melody Boys. Port lived with her daughters, dividing her that the risk from curses was by far were disabled in the defense of their
articles. J. D. BARS. 26’2 park St.
46*48
FOR SALE—Incubator. 150 egg. Old Trusty;
land’s wonder dance orchestra, will be. time between their homes. She was an the least of the troubles of an Egyp country.”
Bangor Buggy nearly new ; Express Wagon :
FOR SALE—1 */2 foot Candy or Cigar Case. 3
at the,Opera House Saturday.
attendant of the Baptist church. She tologist.
drop
door
in
good
rondltlaa.
E.
N.
sylves
If you feel too tired for work ior pleasure, Davis Swing Gunn. Also pasture to let. W. L. TER, 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
46**48
leaves besides the daughters men
take Hood’s Sarsaparilla—it cures that tired MERRIAM. Union. Me. Tel. S -5.
46-43
You’ll find it a profitable habit to tioned. another, residing in AValtham.
feeling.—Adv.
FOR SALE—Baby Carriage
reasonable
NO PRESIDENTIAL BEE
price. Tel 154-11.
v . it Davis’ Garment Shop, corner Airs. Annie Jennison, three brothers
46-48
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, for and two sisters. The funeral services
FOR SALE—1922 Essex 5-Passenger touring
car like new. Apply at 226 Main «t. A. LEVY.
Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Wraps, Capes, were held Thursday afternoon at the Is Buzzing In Henry Ford’s Bonnet—
45*47
Besides, He’d Have To Go Alone.
Dresses and Blouses. No trouble to home of Airs, iaimpson's daughter,
FOR SALE—Two second hand automobiles.
show goods.—adv.
Airs. Airs. Elsie Smith, in this city.
Inquire of R. I. THOMPSON, 439 Main St.
Mrs. Henry Ford will not live at the’
44tf
White House, she told a group of per- i
WALTER S. MORTON
EAST UNION
FOR SALE—Splendid family house or for
sons here when several women ap
business; 11 rooms including bath room; mod
Miss Gertrude Daggett of Boston was
proached her husband for some state-|
ern improvements; in good condition. Best lo
Walter S. Alorton, a well known car
called here last week by the illness of
cation. Apply BOX 56, V1NALHAVEN, ME.
nient
regarding
tlie
presidency.
One
penter
and
fraternity
man.
died
Sun

44*49
her mother. Mrs. Ellen Daggett.
day in Union, where he had been re woman said she would like to work for
—ON—
The Union High School presented
FOR SALE—DR TO LET. l«0 acre farm in
Mr.
Ford
and
vote
for
him.
ceiving treatment at the sanatorium
Lincolnville, one mile from tlie ('enter, tine lo
the drama "The Private Tutor” at this
Mr. Ford promptly replied, however.|
cution overlooking Camden Harbor and Moun
the past seven weeks. lie had faced
place Friday evening to a full house.
that
the
presidency
was
not
included!
tains;
25 acres field uitOer high state of culti
'he inevitable outcome of his malady
vation ; five acres plowed ail ready to put in
The parts were taken especially well
ii, a cheerful and uncomplaining spirit. in the aims of his life work, and that
••top; plenty of pasture; over 1,000 cords of
Apply To
and the play was thoroughly enjoyed.
wood and lumber enough to pay for the farm
The deceased was a native
of he had no desire to serve as chief exe
Good music was furnished by Payson’s Friendship, and a son of Silas A. Aim - cutive of the United States.
three times over; nice set of buildings in good
repair;
house, long ell and big barn and hen
orchestra.
“If Henry really went to the White
ton. During his 20 years residence in
bouse all connected; two good wells of pure
Lawrence Morton was home from Rockland he had been in the employ House to live there.” Mrs. Ford said. I
water. Cheap- terms easy. Potato planter,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Bath over Sunday.
sprayer and digger and other farming tools If
of the AV. H. Glover Co. He had rep “he would have to go without me.”
desired. S. B. HASKELL, Camden. Telephone
4C.-47
A. M. Titus, who has been away, sev resented Ward 2 in the Common Coun
136 11.
43-tf
eral weeks on business, has returned cil, was at the head of the Carpenters
FOR SALE White reed baby carriage. WAL
home.
Stomach bad? Appetite poor? Constipat*
& Joiners local, was past chancellor of
TER LOW. Tel. 129-12.
41-46
Mrs. C. M. Payson is improving from Gen. Berry Lodge, K of P.. and be
cd? All Run-down? Tried everything—
FOR SALE—Man’s Crown bicycle, less fnan
her recent illness. Mrs. Merton Pay- longed to Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows
no relief? Cheer up and try "Analeptic,”
2 years old : fine condition; cost new $45.
son of Union is with her for a few and Knox Aerie of Eagles. In these
a \ea! Stomachic Tonic and Body-bui'der.
Price reasonable. Tel. 789-W.
41-tf
days.
25 cents a package. At all Druggists and
organizations, and among his fellow
FOR SALE—2 second-hand Upright Pianos;
School opened here Monday with workmen he was especially well liked.
3 Col nubia Phonographs; 150 new 12-ln. Co
Agents. Start taking it today.
lumbia records 75c. STl’DLEY’S FURNITURE
Mrs. Robert Farris as teacher.
THE BEST
Air. Alorton is survived by his father,
RICHARDS CO-OPERATIVE CO., INC.,
STORE, 283 Main Street. Rockland.
38 tf
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foster were in jand one brother, A. E. Alorton of I’ortBRITISH
COLUMBIA
5X
ROCKPORT. MAINE
TS-36tf
j
FOJ SALE—Auxiliary knockabout cruising
Lown last week, tlie guests of Mr. and I land. There will be services at Bursloop 3Lxl0x3V>, new sails, roomv Fabln. lust
ALSO
Mrs. Albert Mank.
’and seaworthy. C. I). FILLEBROWN, Stockton
I pec's parlors Wednesday at lfl a. m.
«. Maine
_______________ 38*! •
EASTERN CEDAR SHINGLES, ASPHALT
H. M. Watts was in West Rockport
|
FOR SALE—Cypress counters, shelves and
Sunday.
FOR SALE
SLATE SHINGLES, LATHS, CLAPBOARDS,
j fixtures in the Vinal stote, Tbouuuston. Apply
R. Holman Robbins was the guest
to HERBERT II. STOVER or ERNEST C. DANew 29 foot Cabin Cruiser, used one sea
ROOFING, LUMBER AND NAILS
of his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. It.
i VIS, KockTand._______________________ 36-tf
son; guaranteed 12 knot speed; excellent
"KEEP KLEEN KUFFS" and
PRICES REASONABLE
Robbins, Sunday.
I FOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; exetlcondition throughout; seating capacity for
“SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS”
Ernest Brown lost a horse recently.
. loot condition throughout Price $350. A. C.
10 passengers. A bargain if taken at once.
Made to order for Men and Women
If: JONES. 5 Talbot Avenue. Rockland. ’Phone
Write for free booklet to
Reason for selling, going away. Apply to
Those small ads in The Courier__
________________ ___________
THC UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturers
LAFOREST MAKER. 13 Marine St., or C. E.
Gazette are read by every body. That
ROCKPORT, MAINE
4G-11
i
FOR SALE—Ford delivery with panel body;
R0CKLAND_
MAINE
good running condition. J. A. JAMESON CO.,
BICKNELL. Rockland. Me.
43-tf
why they are so popular and
RuckUnd. Tel. 17.
27.tf
For Sale by J. F. GKKGOKY SONS CO.
effective.

I

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 17, 1923.

In Social Circles

THESE PRICES

Id addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, Ute department especially
dealies Information of serial hapiienlnca, partleo, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be glsdly received.

TELEPHONE

F. J. SIMONTON CO

CASH ONLY

.................................... 770

The request for chamber equipment
for the Country Club has been prompt
ly met by Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hollier
who have donated a bed, mattress and
spring. Now if some other loyal club
members could spare a bureau and
three or four chairs the room at the
clubhouse would be complete and the
house committee chairman, Elmer C.
Davis, made correspondingly happy.

ALL THIS WEEK

Mildred
Louise
Townsend,
six
months' old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
F. L. Townsend, was operated upon for
abscess of the throat,' Sunday at the
Knox Hospital.

Class 26 of the Methodist church
will hold a picnic supper at the home
of Mrs. Austin Smith, Grace street,
Wednesday night at 6 o'clock. Hus
bands Invited.

(BUT DON’T WAIT)

CARPETS RUGS DRAPERIES
|

F. J. SIMONTON <3 CO.

Mrs. Fannie B. Clement entertained
the Chummy Club at "The Farm" last
Tuesday, when the birthday of Mrs.
Jennie Sadler was celebrated. The
lunch consisted of fruit salad, sand
wiches, olives, fancy cookies, coffee
grape juice, sherbert. A birthday
cake with six candles, was a conspicu
ous feature. Mrs. Sadler was present
ed with a cut glass dish. The guests
expressed many regrets at the pro
spective deiiai’ture of the hostess.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18
AT THE BOX OFFICE

I

R'aama B. Philbrick is in Boston this
week on business connected with the
Sea View Garage.

For

“KATHLEEN”
The New Musical Comedy Success
Don’t Be Late! Get Yours Now!

tS3

Seats Reserved for Either Thursday or Friday Nights

Miss Dorothy Cooper resumes hei
studies at Gorham Normal School to
day.

"Up and walking about" is the wel
come word from J. A. Jameson, who it
convalescing from an operation at Car
ney Hospital, Boston, three weeks ago.
He hopes to be home next week.

Grove street. Friday at 2.30 will close
the season's schedule of regular meet
ings to lie followed by the complimen
tary recital on the evening of April 27.
Mrs. W. II. Armstrong, who has been
spending a few days with her daugh
ter, Miss Rhandena Armstrong in
Bucksport went from there to Orono,
where she will spend the balance of
.he week with her daughter Grace.
Wednesday night they attend in Ban
gor. a concert of the Bangor Symphony
Orchestra, of which Miss Grace Arm
strong is a member.

takeany small boxes, such as candy boxMiss Edith Wilson, a teacher in the
es. strawberry baskets, etc., that would Malden. Mass., schociis, and Miss Horlie suitable for making May baskets. tense Wilson of Thomaston were honor
I guests at a happy little family dinner
Take scissors, too.
■ party given by Mrs. John O. Stevens,
Miss Hazel Merrill has returned to I Sunday.
her home in Thomaston, after having
spent the weekend with her cousin,
Capt. and Hrs. It. K. Snow arrived
Mrs. Arlene Rhodes, Broadway.
i Imine Saturday night from California.
I where they spent the greater part of
The World Wide Guild of the Little ! the winter.
field Memorial Church will give a mis
sionary concert in the vestry Wednes
Lewis S. Crosby, athletic director at
day evening with a short play entitled the High School, spent the weekend at
"For Want of Funds.'
his Bangor home. He returned Sunday
in his Ford coupe, which lias been win
Miss Dorothy Hughes of Winchester. tering in Bangor. The roads were like •
Mass., is the guest of her aunt. Mrs. a hospital patient—«"as well as could j
Susan Smith, Broad street. Mrs. Smith be expected.”
also has as a guest her daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Ralph L. Smith, of New
Mrs. William C. Bird liar, gone to'
Lundon, Conn.
Washington, D. C., for a month's visit i
with her sister. Mrs. Wilson B. Keene. |

JONQUILS AND HYACINTHS

C. E. Gilley of Cobb’s Market, Inc..
returned the last of the week from Bos
ton. where he consulted a specialist
Acting upon the latter’s advice he will
seek complete rest, remaining abed one
month.
The final meeting for the season of
the Progressive Literary Club was held
with the president. Mrs. Uttiehalc last
Tuesday. Mrs. Jennie W. Bird was
elected president, Mrs. Lucie Walsh
vice president. Mrs. Annie Siisby secictary and Miss Kitty S. Coburn treas
urer. it was voted to donate a sum ol
money to the Home For Aged Women
and to have an old-fashioned picnic at
Oakland Park sometime in June. The
reading and study of King Henry IV
was linished and King Henry V se
lected for the beginning of next season.

Are especially beautiful right now and we have a
full supply

DAHLIAS
This is to be a record breaking year for dahlias. Wc
have choice varieties at $1.00 per dozen.
It is time you ordered.

C. M. THOMAS
Telephones: 225-M—612-J.

Maverick Square
46-lt

E^STRANDTIieatre

S. S. Waldron is home from Stoning-1
ton, called by the illness of his mother,
Mrs. Catherine Waldron of Spruce
Head, who died this morning.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Burpee who have
spent the winter at The Laurie are now
occupying their home on Beech street,
the other residents of which are glad
to see Mr. Burpee's familiar figure
again with clocklike regularity passing
to and from business.
John E. Crie and Fred S. Rhodes
of 38 Talbot avenue were at Criehaven
from Tuesday to Friday lust week look
ing over their summer estates and
having the cottages put in order for
tlie people who will occupy them
through the summer season. Mr Crie
and Mr. Rhodes, accompanied by the
latter’s wife and daughter. Mrs. Wil-I
son, leave on the boat tonight for Bos-|
ton. After spending a few days with,
relatives in Brookline they start for
the West, visiting Dr. Frank L. Crie ini
Mitchell, Neb., Robert IL Crie at Ault,J
Colo., and Mrs. Percy Candlin in Ges-]
ing, Neb. They plan to be away from
homo about a month.
—

Home Of tlie Organ With the Human Voices
Frank L. Webb of Stonington was
in the city Sunday on his way to
Rochester, N. Y„ where he was called
by the sudden death of his brother,
Fred E. Webb.
E. P. Cooper left for Neponset, Mass.,
Saturday night to take command of the
yacht Mariette owned by Jacob F.
Brown of Boston.

Edwin Sprague Pillsbury and bride
nee Miss Josephine Parke of Berkeley
Calif, who were married March 21. and
made a 1100-mile trip to Southern
California In their car, met a former
friend of the aviation service with
whom they took a trip in an airplane
by way of variety, going through va
rious fancy stunts and evolutions in
cident to sky pilots.
«

A

•

—*

Cantata rehearsal will be held with
Mrs. Carleen Nutt, 184 Main street
tomorrow afternoon, when recital tick
eta will be distributed to member^ of
the Rubinstein Chorus in attendance.
The annual meeting of the Club with
program and rehearsal at Mrs. Berry's

L. E. BLACKINGTON
BOOTS, SHOES, CLOTHING
Rockland, Maine

Spring Days
Are
Pleasant Days
in Easy
Cantilevers
ANTILEVER Shoes help you to enjoy
Hie glorious days of Spring and Summer
because they are so easy on your feet that
you can give your undivided attention to

C

Mickey says autos go through our
business streets altogether too fast.
The idea of a big empty truck making
30 miles on Main street is absurd. The
officers should get these "bugs" tamed
before the busy season opens. There’s
plenty of room up in Sherm Hokes’
Limerock street hotel for them. When
that’s tilled we can utilize the old Wis
casset jail, perhaps.

work. play, study and social life.

Cantilever Shoes are made with an all
leather arch which Ilexes freely in walking,
giving Hie foot muscles the exercise needed
Io keep them strong and supple and able to
hold the bones of the arch iii place. They
have a I rim, yet ample toe, and a medium or
low heel.

Smalley’s Camden, Belfast and Ban
gor auto bus is on the old route mak
ing two daily trills.

Mrs. Charles G. Fairbanks of Hud
son, Mass., and Mrs. Annie Jennison
There will he a meeting of the
of Waltham, Mass., who came here ti
attend the funeral of their mother, Mrs Chapin class of the Universalist church
Annette Lampson, have returned home n the vestry, Union street, following
he regular circle supper there Wed
Walter W. Spaulding of Boston nesday evening. Members please make
has been looking up friends in the old xn extra effort to attend. Also please
home town the past few days, his va
cation being necessarily brief because
his duties as assistant cashier of the
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc., in the
Boston oflice. keep him pretty busily
occupied. He lamented the fact that
he was unable to be here in season t<
see some of the polo games.

Frank S. Rhodes of the Boston Shoe
Store is in Boston this week on busi
ness.

Rockland, Me

1 Camden .Herald:—At the regular
I meeting of Maiden Cliff Commandery,
I I'. O. G. C. last week W. H. Thomas of
I Masonic street, Rockland, entertained
with a long talk on his experiences in
foreign countries. Mr. Thomas has
been third officer on a merchant maj fine ship and has been in eight differ
ent countries. His experience on shore
in Norway, Sweden and Germany,
telling of the way the people lived and
dressed, cost of food, clothing and
things the natives used in every day
life, were certainly very interesting.
He told of a number of American made
articles that he could buy in these
countries for nearly one-half the price
they could be bought for here in
America. One thing in particular was
American made cheese
could
be
bought there' for 18 cents per pound
and here at home we have to pay 35
cents or more. He said the cold coun
tries. such as Norway and Sweden, had
had an extra warm winter. His last
trip across to New York was one of
the roughest ever seen on the Atlantic.
Mr. Thomas is a very interesting man
to listen to and all present enjoyed the
hour very much.

RESERVED SEATS ON SALE

The Charity Club had a very pleas
ant session at Ingraham Hill last
Thursday, the hostess being Mrs.
Charles S. Robbins.

The Fortnightly Club met with Mrs
N. B. Allen Friday afternoon with Mrs
I. J. Shuman and Mrs. Mida Packard
as hostesses. A particularly nice buf
fet lunch was served.
Prizes were
won by Mrs. George T. Wade. Mrs
Mida Packard, Mrs. Austin M. Moody
and Mrs. N. B. Allen.

RETURNED

Dry Goods and Underwear
Silk Waists, Leather Goods

J. F. Cooper has returned from New
London, where lie has been the guest
of his daughter, Mrs. Kenneth 1’. Lord,
the past weeks. Mrs. Cooper remains
there for another week's stay.

Mrs. Lucia Ames Mead, of Boston,
who is to address the Woman's Edu
cational Club. April 20, on' the League
of Nations, has more than a national
reputation as both a writer and lec
turer. She has made 13 trips to Eu
rope. She has Iieen a delegate to vari
ous foreign congresses and lias given
addresses oh international questions in
many cities from Budapest to Los An
geles. She is author of "Milton's Eng
land,” “Swords and Ploughshares” any
many
brochures.
Every
member
should make it a point to be present
excluding all other engagements. Th<
discussions of Hutchinson's problem
novel, “This Freedom," and the pri
mary law will be continued in Open
Forum, and members are urged tc
come prepared to participate.

NO SALE GOODS

STOCK REDUCTION SALE

Mrs. Minnie Cobh, who is visiting
friends in Iioslon, returns Thursday
morning.

The housekeepers for the circle sup
per at the Universalist church tomor
row evening are Mrs. Georgia Cross,
Mrs. Mabel Stevens, Mrs. Nettie Stew
art, Mrs. Hattie Prescott. Mrs. Helena
Roberts, Mrs. Delia Cross, Mrs. Fran
ces Bicknell, Mrs. Hester Holmes. Miss
Adelaide Holmes, 'Mrs. Elsie Moody
and Miss Harriet Parmalee.
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JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager—PHONE 892.
TODAY

IRENE

CASTLE
—IN—

“NO

TRESPASSING”

She dances, she rides, she swim3, and she wears stunning gowns
that will be the envy of every woman in town. The action of the
story is around Cape Cod and New York.
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

“THE SIN OF MARTHA QUEED”
If it be a sin for a girl to listen to the call of spring in her blood—
then Martha Queed sinned.
If it be a sin to be kissed by the man who promised to marry her—
then Martha Queed sinned.
If it be a sin to wed a man she loathed—then Martha Queed sinned.
But if her father forced her into this loveless marriage, then upon
whose heart is the sin?

THIS TIME LAST YEAR

John Graves. Civil War veter
an. aged i)6( died in West Rock
port.
J. G. Dimick of North Conway
opened the Princess bowling
alleys on Park street.
Alford's Luke was free of ice
and l’hll Thomas and George A.
Wooster were the first to catch
salmon.
There were 17 kilns afire in
Rockland, including tlie live gas
kilns.
The I'niversalisls raised their
budget of $7000, and a little bet
ter.
The Republican county com
mittee organized with Gebrge VV.
Roberts as chairman.

REWARD OFFERED
For information leading to arrest
and conviction of person or persons

depositing tin cans on Farnsworth

lot, on Elm Street, a reward of $10
will be paid.

D. L. McCARTY

./ flexible Shoe for your flexible foot

(Cantilever
Shoe

HEALTH OFFICER

46-lt

WHERE

the bright stars TWINKLE !

The Biggest Amusement Bargains
in Rockland

EMPIRE

Theatre

Matinee, 2:00 P. M.
Evening, 6:45, 8:30
PRESENTING PHOTOPLAYS WORTH WHILE

Matinee—Balcony 10c Floor 17c
Evening—Balcony 17c. Floor, 22c
Children, 10c All the Time
TUESDAY
BARNEY SHERRY and
HUNTLEY GORDON in

"WHEN
THE DESERT CALLS”
A Smashing Story of Life in a City
on the Edge of the Desert

TODAY—TUESDAY

Cecil B. DcMille’s Spectacular Production

“ADAM’S

RIB”

TOONERVILLE COMEDY

NEWS

Admission, 17c, 28c, Matinee and Niqht.

WEDNESDAY

ALICE BRADY

Companion Feature
with
JOSEFH DOWLING
The Miracle Man of the Movies
COMEDY—“HEE HAW”

Matinee 10c, 17c Evening 17c, 22c
Children Always 10c

Children, 10c _____

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
Wm. Fox’s Big Super Special

"THE LIGHTS OF
NEW YORK”

—IN—

"DOLLAR DEVILS"

"THE LEOPARDESS”
The romance of a wild South
Sea maiden and the man who
tried to tame her.
COMEDY
NEWS

Adapted from the thrilling stage
play. See it I

Mat. 10c, 17c.
Ev’g. 17c, 22c
Children, 10c

Mat. 17c, 22c.
Ev'g. 22c, 28c
Children 10c

COMEDY

FABLES

BRING YOUR FAMILY !

Two Big Shows—One Small Price

DONSON
The Reliable and Satisfactory

Psychic and Spiritual

FOR SALE
This beautiful cottage, situated
at tho entrance of Penobscot Bay
All modern conveniences; 29 acres
of land; 2000 feet of shore front.
One of the most picturesque spots
on the Maine Coast. For particu
lars, address

MEDIUM

PHIL T. WARE

Can be consulted every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.

SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE
43T-8-tf

29 PARK STREET
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
1»«»tf

’

FOR SALE
at OWL’S HEAD, ME.

M «I 111! l l 'I l-M-M-l-l-l-l-l-!-! 1

I0GENES Looked For an -j
Honest Man. If He Had
Been Wise Enough to J
Advertise He Could
i i Have Sat Still and Waited For

If you want to know what happened ;; Honest Men to Come to Him.
to William Jay, see the epitaph in the
I ♦♦1-I-H-l-H-H-H-H-l-H- H-H- l i
window of George Roberts' insurance

oflice on Limerock street.

Cantilevers e......
in a variety of goodi.,liking models in black, brown, and white
for all occasions, Whatever your taste or
ii.ed you will find a Cantilever model that
will please you.

/

CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE
ANO GARAGE
The finest piece of Summer Pro
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast.
Throughly overhauled and painted
last season—not a rotten piece of
lumber in it.
Included with the buildings Is
the strip of land extending to the
shores, insuring an unobstructed
view of ocean and islands.
J W HATCH
197 BROADWAY, ROCKLAND. MAINE

V

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 17, 1923.
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[he was enabled to interpret the works
I of the masters as he alone can.
"To students and especially to those
I who are aiming at success on the conGossip of Singers and Players Well Known To Music
or operatic >-.:w.
of these
I
l -n
.
jtwo distinguished artists should be i.luminatlng. The worn in. coming up
Lovers In These Comers of Maine.
from poverty, the result of an ill* gitlmate union, spare of frame, with large
features, giving no evidence of talent
It was a most delightful afternoon I Schumann-Heink will be sure of a
it first, becoming the greatest expon
that the music reporter recently spent royal welcome, both liccause of her
ent of the drama in her time, finishing
with "Aunt" Emma Wight, who is so lovable personality and unrivalled voc
out a career of triumph which lasted
dearly beloved by all. It was intended alism. Quoting from the Lewiston
considerably over h a f a century.
to be only a short call, but it proved to Journal: "Singers may come and sing
'The man. receiving no help from
ibe a visit, and then it seemed all too ers may go. but there is but one Schu
ancestry, with physical defects to over
short. "Aunt Emma" has many inter mann-Heink. and she still holds the
come. ultimately triumphing by sheer
esting things to tell, as she is closely high position in public esteem by rights
genius, which means indomitable per
In touch with the musical affairs in New of her glorious voice and her supreme
severance, hard work, and finally
York through her niece, Miss Alice artistry that she has held all these
standing out as the greatest p.ano
Shaw, and her sister. Mrs. Carrie Bur years. For a long time the palm has virtuoso of the time: showing inci-|
pee Shaw. We read newspaper ac been yielded to her of establishing
dentally that he could give up his ca
counts of concerts and artists with in record reached by few other singers. reer in the musical world to become a
Combined
with
her
splendid
vocalism
terest and pleasure, but "Aunt Emma"
great political leader for the restora
can tell so many little stories “on the ind superb technical equipment is an
tion of his beloved country. Then
inside” that it brings concerts and ar •motional warmth that endears her to.
in audience. Her equipment as an ar- coming back when neeess.ty forced the
tists to us in an intimate way that af
issue to resume his musical work at an
fords double pleasure. She told one tist is matchless.
ige when most men have retired and
STATEMENT OF SOME OF THE COMPANIES REPRESENTED
that Miss Shaw wrote home to her
To the many who are interested in proving again his supreme mastery to
about Blley N'ey and her husband
THE COMMONWEALTH INSURANCE CO. OF
STATEMENT OF
THE LIVERPOOL A LONDON &. GLOBE IN6
>€TNA INSURANCE COMPANY,
the enthusiastic delight of his audi
NEW YORK
THE CONNECTICUT FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Elley’s husband is a musician, too, with the striking success Chaliapin, the
Hartford. Conn.
CO..
LTD.
ences.
76 William St.. New York. New York
Hartford,
Conn.
a terrible sounding name. I recognize great Russian basso, has met in the
On
the
31st
day
of
December,
1922.
made
to
"When we contrast what these two
ASSET’S. DEC. 31, 1922
U. S. Branch. Executive Office
<
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1922
it when 1 see it. but it is beyond me to country, we quote briefly from news
the State of Maine
Mortgage Loans ...................... , $ 394.200 00 Kcal Estate .......................
did with the puny efforts that are made
$
12,742 60
Washington Park, Newark, N. J.
attempt it extemporaneously. It seems paper reports of his recent concert in
10,000
09
Incorporated
181f*
Commenced
Business
1819
156.050 00
Collateral
Loans
.....................
Mortgage Loans .. .........
by so many who have talent and
Metropolitan Office. 80 Williams St.,
11,168.275 00 Stocks and Bonds ............ .*
Stocks and Bonds ...................
3,580,977 OS
that Mme Ney and her husband were Portland: "Massive, benign, he beam
Ralph
B.
Ives.
I'res.
Guy
E.
Beardsley,
Sec.
;
should be amply rewarded for a mini
New York City
Cash in Office and Bank ....
i 06.866 0 > I Cash in Office and Bank .
352.522 37
appearing in a Joint recital. Tremen ’d on his auditors, and in careful Eng mum expenditure of ability and appli
Capital paid up in Cash. $5,000,000
909.80 i 11 Agents’ Balances ...............
Agents’ Balances .....................
593,921 60
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 192$
dous applause greeted them after a lish announced the number of his first
11 ‘.ISJ 89 , B|lls Receivable ................
5,118 09
Bills Receivable .....................
ASSETS. DECEMBER 31. 1922
cation,
docs
it
not
supply
the
reason
number, and as they approached the song, waited till the rustling of pages
Interest
anil
Rents
.................
47.237 36
Mr'i
1
’
'
’
Interest
and
Rents
...........
Rial
Estate
..................................
$
1.356.202
24
why so small a percentage of those Real Estate .................................. $ 410,000 00
All other Assets .....................
.».»,i40
i AU o^ier Assets ...............
166,821 91
front pf the stage to acknowledge the had ceased, motioned his accompanist
Mortgage
Loans
.........................
1,519,157
82
who would win the applause of the Stocks and Bond......................... 32.511.088 88
applause, a slight ripple of laughter and Portland was hearing one of the
$13,533,167 81 ' Gross Assets ...................
Gross Assets ........................
$ 4,915.393 51
3.138,414 13 Stocks and Bonds....................... 12,922,656 79
public ever attain even to moderate Cash in Office and Bank
7 ».4<3 i2 i Deduct items not admitted
23.090 70
went through the audience—but the world's highest paid male singers. And
1.600,604 67 Deduct items not admitted ..
Cash in Office and Bank
Cash In hands <>? Agents and In
success
?
”
applause kept on. They came for what a program It was! Whether it
2.400,779
85
1.793,602
45
'
Agents
’
Balances
...........
... $13,457,694 09 i Admitted ............................. ... $ 4,892,302 81
transit
..............................
.
Admitted
Assets
.................
219,938 60 1 bills Receivable.............
ward again and bowed, and again the was because the dramatic e’ement is
47,133 56
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 192$
Accrued Interest ..........
LIABILITIES BBC. 31, 1922
POLICE BAFFLED
laughter, a trifle more pronounced. The so strongly developed in Chaliapin, or
151,147 06 Net Unpaid Losses ............. . . $ 1.045,835 66 , Net Unpaid Losses ........... . . . $ 323,196 73
66,269 8S Interest and Rents ........
Bills
Receivable
.........
6.73t,$2$
78 j Unearned Premiums ..........
Unearned
Premiums
...........
3,3 * 841 35
artists were rather nonplussed, but as because of the extraordinary shades of
552,992 19 All other Liabilities...........
235,727 19 J AH other Assets.............
300,000 00
Other admitted Assets
the applause continued they came for feeling in the flexible richness of his Who Robbed the Flynnville
1 .000.001) 00 ) All other Liabilities ........... . . .
(’ash Capital .......................
500,000 00
I Cash Capital .......................
I
ward once more, and again laughter voice, he seemed to envelop himself
$20,550,674 18 Surplus over all Liabilities .
................... $40,375,941 13
Gross Assets ...................
Total Assets ..
1,571,359 05
i Surplus over all Liabilities
completely
in
the
mood
of
the
song,
I
737.597 43
went over the audience, almost in a
Deduct items not admitted
Postoffice Safe? Sheriff On
LIABILITIE
DECEMBER 31, 1922
Total Liabi’ities and Surplus.. $13,457,694 09 ■To’al Liabi ides and Surplus . . $ 4,892.302 81
gale. The}’ were at loss to understand and used his hands and arms as well as
................... $ 3.191.988 33
Admitted .................................. $19,813,076 75
PHtNIX MUTUAL FIR INSURANCl
Net Unpaid Losses ...........
COMMERCIAL Un1oN~ASS'JRANCE CO.. LTD
the
smooth
tones
of
his
voice
to
por

the
Scent.
the situation, but as they turned to go
COMPANY
19,701,318 92
Unearned Premiums...................
........ .
Of London, England
back they saw that the small boy, en tray the sentiments of his numbers,
No. 2 South Main Street, Concord, N. H.
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1922
980,000 00
........
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1922
One of the most baffling robberies of All other Liabilities.....................
gaged to turn pages, had come down which were invariably from the Rus
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1922
1,914.778 04
....................
5,000.000 00 Net Unpaid Losses ...................... $ 1,745.341 62 Collateral Loans ................. ... $
12.500 00 , Real Estate ........... .
slightly back of them each time, and as sian." Among his numbers were: recant years is puzzling Sheriff Lem Cash Capital .....................
66.600 on
198,918 47 Mortgage Loans ...........
11.502.633 f 88 Unearned Premiums .................... 11,003.478 13 Stocks and Bonds .............
Surplus over all Liabilities
“Night." a lyric; "My Dwelling Place.”
si-»< ks and Bonds .......
7,806.773 34
they bowed, he had bowed too.
16,296
92
;
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
..
62 >.663 91
All other Liabilities ............
2.363.74
4 89
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
• • • «
with music by Schubert: "The Mid L'nderduek, private detective, and po
11.791 01 1
Agents’ Balances ...............
Aggregate, including Capital
2,222.389 94
6.439,593 09 Interest and Rents .............
Surplus over all Liabilities
Yesterday
792 40 1 Agents' Balances
Aunt Emma narrated also a little night Review." a legend of Napoleon; lice force of Flynnville.
and Surplus ......................... $40,375,941 13
17
35
Kills
Receivable
10 ‘ •’ i
All other Assets ..................
96,989 33
Interest and Rents .............
incident about Schumann-Heink when "The Two Grenadiers.” by Schumann; noon the safe in the store of Hans Surplus for Policy-Holders........ $ 16,502.633 88
802,439
44
All
other
Assets
..................
$19,813,076 75
she sang at one of the Maine Festivals. "She Laughed." which brought forth Swindler, pn p'Jietor of the general Losses Paid in 104 Years.............. 223.536.374 91 ! To'»' Liabilities and Surplus
Gross Assets ................... ... 8 240,30$ 55
294 30
Deduct items not admitted
A great many of us have believed that both the talents of his voice and pahto store and post office of the village, was
Gross Assets .....................
$15,303,732 33
138,925 26
Schumann-Heink isn't temperamental mine; “The Government Clerk.” a
The United States Branch of
Admitted Assets ............. ... 8 210.016 25 Deduct Items not admitted .
FIDELITY-PHENIX FIRE INSURANCE COM*
robbed of $2,000, every cent that was
like so many other great artists, but comedy song which was sung so ini contained in the strong box.
THE EMPLOYERS LIABILITY ASSURANCE
LIABILITIES DEC 31. P 22
PANY
$15,164,807
07
Admitted
.........................
14.333 42
this little story will make us wonder. mitably that the audience actually
Net Unpaid Losses ...........
CORPORATION. LIMITED,
8
80 Maiden Lane. New York
Sheriff l'nderduek. a graduate of a
68.812 17 Not Unpaid Losses .............
1 nearned Premiums ..........
i
.732,461
64
On this occasion she had sung, and laughed outright; “Mephisto's Song of correspondence school for detectives,
Of London, England
1.094 08 Unearned Premiums ..........
All other Liabilities ..........
.729.810 15
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1922
wasn't inclined to respond to an en the Flea." the closing number but one. has been searching fo. some clue to the
100.000 oil Ail other Liabilities ..........
(’ash ( apital .......................
410.717
71
ASSET’S. DEC. 31. 1922
Real Estate ................................. $ 940,450 46 Surplus over all Liabilities
core. The audience was clamorous, as Mrs. William H. Rhodes had the good
55.773 58 Surplus over all Liabilities.
.,291,817 57
identity of the miscreant, but up to the Real Estate .......
. $ 2,269,315 03 Mortgage Loans .........................
430,458 89
it always is when she sings. Director fortune to hear Chaliapin, and we hope
present time not a single clue has been Stocks and Bonds
Total Liabilities and Surplus... $ 240.015 25 Total Liabilities and Surplus... $15,164,807 07,
. 24,067.405 00 Stocks and Bonds (Actual Mar
Chapman came to where the madame there were others from Rockland pres
found. The
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i
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s tod in the wiags. and asked her to ent at this splendid concert. One of the
C0MANY
and this indicates plainly that it was Agmta’ Balance*
Hartford. Conn.
4 ’ i’.i ;? $1 Cash in Office and Bank..............
1,580,925 60
respond, but still the tefused, and Chip two assisting artists with the great
London, England
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1922
basso was Kola Levienne. 'cellist, who an inside job, and this brings suspic Interest and Rents ............
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man said:
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combination.
Admitted
5.163 11 Bills Receivable ..
Bills Receivable .................
159,219 56
Schumann-Heink seeming rather set
Gross Assets ............................. $37,292,814 23 Interest and Rents .............
£3,409 32 Interest and Rents
The people of the village arc divided
522.503
04
Emilio
de
Gogorza,
baritone,
sailed
on
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1922
Chapman hastened in to face the au
71.*89 19 All other Assets ..
Deduct items not admitted ........
472,029 00 All other A^sits ...................
129,971 81
dience, hoping she would follow. Mrs the Olympic April 7, and will visit in their opinion as to the criminal and Net Unpaid Losses .,................. $11,861,159 00
all looks dark for the store employe. Unearned Premiums ...................
$ 8.082,61)2 92
Admitted Assets ..............
. $36,820,785 23
Gross Assets ...4...........
8,145,089 53
$67 ,608,085 69
Gross Assets ...................
Chapman, as her husband came onto France. Spain. Jtaly .and England, re
1/251.7 *0 II Deduct items not admitted
Kathleen O’Day, the niece and ward of All other Liabilities .................
Deduct Items not admitted
448.733 07
2.502,243 09
the stage, went into the wings and as turning to America in June.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1922
St&tUtujp Deposit .......................
350,000 00
♦
*
*
*
Flynn
and
secretly
in
love
with
Stan

she came abreast of the prima donna's
..
.
$
6.827,812
81
Admitted
..........................
$67,159,350
62
Admitted
..................................
Surplus over all Liabi’ities'....
8.029,527 79 Net Unpaid Losses ............
$ 1.860.966 18
Isa Kremer, character singer, has a ton, is strong in her belief that he is
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1922
dressing room she saw much to her
LIABILITIES DEC 3l, 1922
Unearned
Premiums
..........
15,302,928
92
not
guilty.
Just
when
everything
has
$
5,415.990
87
Total
Liabilities
and
SurpltiS
..
$30,891,019
41
advertisement
in
Musical
Net Unpaid Losses ............... ... $ 373,031 59 Net Unpaid Losses .....................
dismay that Schumann-Heink was unique
A’l Otter Liabilities .........
1,538,716 85 Unearned Premium j ...........
3,606.638 04 Unearned Premiums ............... 36,138.687 88
Campbell Payson & Noyes, State Agents,
donning her wraps, apparently prepar America, giving not only favorable re a dark outlook—but that would I»e tell
2.200,000
OO
324.800 00 1 All other Liabilities .................
»
Portland, Me.
5,000,000 00 All other Liabilities ...........
Cash Capital .....................
views of her concerts
but also ing. The solution to this boning mys
8,000 00$ "'t
200.000 oo (’ash Ua’ital
Local Representatives:
ing to depart.
Deposit Capital .....................
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
13,118,173
28
2.323,343 18I . Surplus over all Liabilities .
15.404.671 87
Surplus over all Liabilities .
"Why, Madame, what
does this adverse newspaper criticisms. To be tery may be seen at the Empire Thea Cochran. Bakef & Cross, Rockland. Me.
Robert Walker, Warren, Me.
tre next Thursday and Friday, when
sure, the latter are in the minority.
mean?” asked Mrs. Chapman.
159.350 62
$ 6.827.812 81 Total Liabilities and Surplus
Talbot
Ins.
Agency.
Camdeq.
Maine
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus...
$36,820,785
23
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
♦
•
•
•
the Senior class of the High School
"Meester Chapman, he insult me—I
Isn’t there music in this little lyric? presents the dashing musical comedy
urn going!” replied the madame. Mrs.
Chapman hastened to her husband.
Bluebird a-whistlln’ whar de peach trees bloom. "Kathleen.” Get your tickets now! —
Adv.
Little brook a-laffiu' all a’quiver.
"What did you say to SchumannMiles o’ green meadows fo’ to drive off gloom,
Heink” she demanded.
Little fish a-wrigglin’ in de river.
THERON H. PAYSON
Here was a pretty kettle of fish! The
at the Park today (Tuesday) for the
Bickford ar.d some of the un
"VETS'' ARE SCARCE 1 Griffin.
director quietly and politely asked Hoppergrass a-jumpin’ like he got a fit,
PARK THEATRE
1st times. A Toonerville comedy and
derclassmen will make them step.”
Ole hen a-ehasin’ him aroun'.
Theron II. Payson, aged 79 died Fri
Schumann-Heink “how come?” aid she Sunshine
so bright I kain't work a bit,
took five thousand years to make the interesting news reel complete the
Stanley O. Clarke is captain of the
day morning in Portland, after an ill
said:
Ole turtle movin’ cross de groun’.
ness of one month. Mr. Payson was in Camden High School Must team, and the managerial duties will the modern flapper. In "Adam's Rib.” program.
"Meester Chapman, he say Sembrich*
Coming Wednesday, Alice Brady the
l’resh plowed groun’ smell so nice an’ sweet.
devolve upon Clarence Pend'eton. The there is ore of the famous De Mille
seeng more better than I—he insult Gyarden moughty soon had good things to eat. business as a contractor and had been
Build Its Baseball Team
1 eam schedule follows:
“cut-batt” scenes in whic te lives favorite of all Rockland fans will be
resident of Portland for about six
me!"
All de worl* am fresh an’ de roses am a treat
cave-man J seen
men
of
the
her latest picture “The Leop
months, formerly living at Cushing. He
April
28
(Saturday)—Thomaston of the
From New Material.
Spring’s here!
Mr. Chapman then had his fret on
period are pictured.
In this scene ' ardess." It is the story of a daring
—Florida Times Union.
is is survived by a wife. Elzira L.. two
| High at Camden.
the ground.
» * • *
sons. Sewell It. and Edward M„ and one
„
................ „ ,
.
. ,
May 2
(Wednesday)—Thomaston Pauline Garon, a Paramount featured South Sea maiden who encounters ro"Oh, no. you did not understand.” he
Cami,en »«h Scho°
*” High at Thomaston.
player, appears as "the mischievous knance, and ends with a man who
A Kansas report says that the fa- brother. Samu B. Pays ,n. of Cushing
explained. "I said that Mme. Sembrich
and Frank Marshall, a brother-in-law.,
mlK^ l-he
/ox as Rockland
May 5 (Saturday)—Orono High at one" or. in the language of the day, the f< und a way to tame her.
sang more than one encore. I could mous Lindsborg Festival was opened with whom he made his home in Port- I* »‘en, “ con/3 t0
seasoned maThursday anil Friday, William Fox’s
flapper. She goes about without a
not say anyone sings 'more better’ than with a recital by Frances Alda, soprano land. Sin,a his ret.r.ment from his tcr!aI for thl9 >tal a baseball team, Camden.
f the Metropolitan Opera Company,
May 12 (Saturday)—Lincoln Acade stitch on—Don't be alarmed—She is big Melo-Urama "The Lights of New
Mme. Schumdnn-Heinkl”
activities as a contractor Mr. Payson With a few exceptions "there amt no
clad in skins and thongs—for stitches York,” tilled with thrills and surprises
And then she acted true to form, as who sang before a capacity audience had been living in Cushing occupying | such animal." But the Camden coach, my at Camden.
May 19 (Saturday)—Morse High at were not known to the cave-woman. will lie the feature attraction of the
all temperamental artists are supposed on the afternoon of March 25. The au the premises of the late A. W. Miller. j Franoto -Yell Bresnehan Is somewhat
In this regalia she goes about break week. It is adapted from the stage
to. She threw her arms around Chap dience manifested its pleasure warmly He went to Portland last fall to spend , of a magician and the fans in that Camden.
ing heads with a club just as the mod play of tiic same name and is familiar
after
the
artist
’
s
performance,
recalling
May
23
(Wednesday)
—
Orono
High
at
man and cried fervently:
ern girl goes al> iut lire iking hearts to most people as qne of the greatest
the winter with the intention of re- town have faith that he can convert Orono.
“My God. Meester Chapman, but 1 her many times. Sophie Braslau. con
sap running maple into dry wood, by
in a club. "Adam’s Rib" will be shown stage successes of its time.—Adv.
s
native
to
tralto,
was
another
artist
at
this
festi

May
26
(Saturday)
—
Boothbay
High
do Iuf you after alii”
Mrs. Payson is a daughter of the late merely waving a wand.
val,
substituting
for
Sigrid
Onegin
who
at
Camden.
And of course she sang more en
“Our squad has not as yet been called
was obliged to cancel the engagement Luther Marshall.
May 29 (Tuesday)—Vinalhaven High
cores!
out. but I expect one of the largest
owing
to
illness.
Miss
Braslau
re

at Vinalhaven.
* » « *
ever,
”
writes
Mr.
Bresnehan.
"Yets
are
BUT MRS. FORD SAYS "NO"
ceived unbounded applause after each
June 2 (Saturday)—Rockland High
few and far between. The only sure
William Rogers Chapman has an number.
at Rockland.
one
is
Clarke
of
last
Jear's
team,
who
nounced that for two of his artists at
• ♦ • •
Petitions bearing more than 1000
June 9 (Saturday)— Rockland High
the Maine Music Festival, to be held
Mephisto in the April 7 issue of Mus names requesting that the name of is this year captain. He held down ! at Camden.
in October of this year, lie has secured ical America writes at some length Henry Ford be placed on the Ne second, and piayed fine bal: all the
June
13
(Wednesday)—Lincoln
Sigrid Onegin, contralto, and Edwin about Bernhardt and in the most in braska primary ballot next November -ve'ir- Ogier the snappy lltt.e short i
,. _
,
, , ,
, Academy at Newcastle.
Nyiregyhazi, pianist. Mme. Onegin teresting manner. Knowing that we all as Progressive party candidate for the ;c.d man has been sick for a time and
,
... .
... ,,
June
16
(Saturday)—Vinalhaven
who is Swedish, has taken this country were filled with admiration of the art Presidency of the United States have it is a question whether he will p
I High at Camden.
by storm with her marvelous voice. As of the Divine Sarah, some, of Mcphis- been filed with the secretary of state. Thurston and Dodge are unable '•>
stated before in our columns, it is said to’s “musings" are worth quoting;
Similar petitions, it was announced, enter into any athletic activities until
CLARK ISLAND DAYS
to be the most significant voice before
will be filed in Idaho Saturday and the end of this quarter. This outlo >k <3
“Besides the appeal that Sarah Bern
tile public today and the most beauti hardt's career has for those who are others are being circulated in Kansas, not pleasing and as the list of candi Editor of The Courier-Gaicttp; —
ful voice in four decades. While it principally interested in the drama, her Minnesota. Illinois. Indiana. South Da dates is made up mostly of new men I
I was glad to read Willis Adams’
has the range of a mezzo-soprano, life story presents much of interest to kota. Colorado and other states. P.oy am unable at the present to say lust letter that you lately printed in the
singing high A and B easily, at the musicians, to music lovers and especi M. Haroop. president of the American what 1 think our chances are. Turner, Waterman’s Reach news. After what
same time it is truly contralto in its ally to people of intelligence and broad Economic League charter at Hartford,,
new man from South Paris. Yates. all these other prevaricators have had
gorgeous low tones. Edwin Nyiregy mind. She had a golden voice of un Conn., which is circulating the Ford ’ ^!°ckwed, Gerrish, Ingraham. Pendle- to say aliout (he famous "Island" his
hazi (pronounced Near-reg-harzi) the usual sympathetic quality with which petitions. said the league had not con- ■ ton' Leonard and a few others who article is as refreshing as the shadow
Hungarian pianist has also been
she was enabled to express emotions suited Mr. Ford, but “had drafted I lia\e been out Irefore arc what the tern of a rock in a weary land on a hot
drawing card this season. He has with convincing force. Her versatility hjm,o
I will most likely be built on, though summer day.
marvelous technique and brilliancy, jextraordinary. She showed
isn’t it good to find one truthful man
and has proven a sensation wherever she could be equally great in comedy
left. Willis says that Al. Crocker was
he has ap)>eared. These two artists and in tragedy or in melodrama. She
one fine little boy, he tells the truth,
alone should make the coming Festival showed also that she had ability as a
the whole truth, and nothing but the
a most brilliant and successful one, yet painter and particularly as a sculptor.
truth. The reason Willis was so
Mn Chapman aspires to have even In later years her experiences enabled
darned anxious to get me was because
some more “big ones.” He is nego her to be an able director of stage pro
he had promised to remain in the 1stiating with some of the Metropolitan ductions.
I land store until Mr. Keene could get
Opera stars to appear in Faust which he
"To singers and particularly to those
someone to take his place. I think I
plans to give the third night of the- on the operatic stage, she served as a
]saw Willis twice. Thai was in October
I'estival, in costume as Carmen was model. How many singers are there
11882. Iiut I can remember him then as
given last year.
The orchestra will who can color the tone to represent the
has earned a reputation for be-;a long leB»ed. light haired, middle aged
be the same as the 'last two seasons, great passions? Most singers use the
man
play,
selected men from the New York Phil same quality of tone whether they
There was a certain woman at Ten
harmonic Orchestra, whose excellence would express love or hate, anger or
ing a QUALITY coffee; de ant’s Harbor who when they came
gives
the
poise
and steadiness
is unquestioned. Instead of presenting pleasure. It is all the same to them,
around to take the school census al
the orchestral program on an after wherein they not only show poverty of
that
mean
ways gave this answer: "Billy is 14 and
licious coffee.
noon, as has been done for some time, resource, but lack of appreciation of
Johnny is five years older than Billy,
it is planned to give it the second night the meaning of the emotion which they
It
only helps digestion,
so you can figger It out to suit your
with Nyiregyhazi as soloist. Mr. Chap are called upon to represent. Further
self.”
man is also negotiating fora very flr.e
Do you think we will jeop I am—well, I am as old a-s I ^|ok.
allays thirst, keeping the
more. Bernhardt was a great artist in
quartet for Verdi’s Requiem. It would her ability to suit the action to the
and Willis is at least fifteen years Sler
cool and moist, the
seem that the 27th Maine Music Festi w’ord. How often on the operatic stage
than I am. so that puts him in Charles
ardize this reputation.
val is going to be a grand success
and indeed the concert stage, too, do
throat muscles relaxed
Godfrey’s class.
2522
* * * *
c’MM.Patrick&Co
we see singers using gestures which
I do not recollect any such snow
pliant
the nerves at ease.
Mme. Ernestine Schumann-Heink is represent the very opposite of what
storms in those days such as we have
coming to Portland to sing. Her re they are doing or singing.
-Portland. mE_
had this winter. There were very few
cital in the Peddie course booked for
"With all her gifts in the early years
days when Mr. Keene did not get
’S
Januaty was postponed owing to her Sarah Bernhardt had to struggle
through from Rockland. It must have
sf rious illness, but it is now stated that against certain grave obstacles. She
can be
and comes to you
been “some trip.” day after day—get
she is positively to fill this engcg ?- was almost unnaturally slender, awk
his orders coming down, have them put
ment—one paper states it as May 22 ward in manner. Her features were in
wax-wrapped
up, deliver them going back. Snow or
and another paper as May 25. The clined to be large and heavy, no doubt
rain, mud or slush, hot or cold, he got
to
Portland papers will give us the cor from her Dutch-Jewrish mother, bu
through just the same. A man must
rect date.
This announcement will as the years went on and she gained
keep
good.
have a cast-iron constitution to have
bring pleasure to <a great many, who experience, with her wonderful voidte
stood it. He was a good boss, treated
were much disappointed when the Jan and her psychic power she made her
me fine and I have always held him in
uary engagement was cancelled, and audiences forget everything but the
the highest respect.
77ie \
emotions which she presented.
I agree with Willis that tf it is a
Flavor
"It is curious that another great ar
question with Charlie Godfrey of giv
» HILDREN S COLDS
tist who has also won the world’s ad
ing up writing the Waterman’s Beach
L-a-t-t-i
miration, Ignace Paderewski, was al
articles or his biddies and bunnies—
so at the start greatly handicapped
Children have very deliAgricultural Implements of every
why. give up the biddies and bunnies,
He certainly did not inherit his musical
”
cate digestions, easily
of course.
Boze.
description
are
listed
in
our
1923,
talent, for he was born of a family of
disturbed by too much gentleman farmers, who for genera
EVANGELIST LININDOLL
180-page profusely illustrated catalog.
^Sav^
I
“dosing.” Treat croup tions had not shown any tendency to
A recent issue of the Calais Adver
We have a copy for you, FREE.
and colds “externally” by music at all. He did not even have the
tiser contains a communication from
manual equijxment of the pianist for his
citizens of Topsfield advertising the
using—
thumbs were stubby, and the third and
Write for it today! Consult it!
revival work done in that town by M.
fourth fingers of each hand were prac
Einindoll. the results of which they
tically of the same length. They were
Take advantage of its opportuni
highly endorse. Mr. Einindoll. who has
not the hands of a pianist. At first he
also been laboring lately in Aroostook
ties when buying anything in our line.
was barely able to reach an octave and
County, writes The Courier-Gazette
77ie Great
it was only through arduous finger
that he purposes returning soon to re
D5
American
stretching exercises daily for hours and
sume meetings in Knox and Lincoln
endall
hitney-Portland e.
Offer 17 Million Jars Used Yearly hours carried throughout his life that
Sweetmeat
counties.

IN THE MUSICAL WORLD
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INSURANCE EVERY KIND

Place Your Automobile, Fire and Liability Insurance with Us
and Secure the Strongest Companies and Efficient Service

HAVE WRITTEN INSURANCE 70 YEARS

After Every Meal

This Coffee

What we have
eaten and how it is
“agreeing with us”
makes all the
difference in the
world.
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